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Abstract

Adapting a Constraint-Based Compiler Tool               
to a New VLIW Architecture

Martin Kjellin

The compiler tool Unison uses combinatorial optimisation to perform integrated
register allocation and instruction scheduling, and is designed to be possible to adapt
to different processor architectures. Black Arrow is a VLIW (very long instruction
word) architecture designed for signal processing within the field of mobile
communication technology. Black Arrow has structural traits that complicate the
register allocation and instruction scheduling process. Most important of these is that
functionally equivalent execution units within the processor are not topologically
equivalent, since their distances to other execution units vary. This means that an
instruction schedule must indicate not only in what cycle each instruction is to be
executed, but also the execution unit that will execute it. This thesis presents and
evaluates a version of Unison that has been adapted to Black Arrow. A central point
in the adaptation is how the problem of assigning each Black Arrow instruction to a
specific execution unit is solved through the use of Unison’s ability to choose
between several alternative instructions implementing the same operation. The
evaluation shows that the Black Arrow version of Unison, when optimising for
minimal execution time and a variant of minimal code size, is able to find optimal
solutions to the register allocation and instruction scheduling problems for several
common integer algorithms, within reasonable time.
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1 Introduction

A compiler consists of two main parts: a front-end and a back-end. While the front-end
analyses the source program that is about to be compiled and produces an intermediate
representation of it, the back-end produces a target program (often in some assem-
bly language) from the intermediate representation [1, p. 4]. Two important tasks
performed by a compiler back-end are register allocation and instruction scheduling
[1, pp. 505–506]. Register allocation is the act of assigning temporaries (program
variables) to registers or memory at each point in the program, while instruction
scheduling is the act of ordering the instructions of the program to achieve high
throughput (number of instructions executed per time unit). These tasks can be per-
formed using heuristic or systematic methods. Given enough time, the latter methods
produce optimal register allocations and instruction schedules, in relation to some
objective such as minimal code size or minimal (estimated) execution time for the
compiled program.

The instruction scheduling performed by the compiler is especially important for
so-called VLIW (very long instruction word) architectures. The defining characteristic
of such an architecture is that each instruction word encodes all the operations to be
issued in a single cycle. This means that the compiler, during instruction scheduling,
must decide which operations are to be issued in parallel, instead of relying on
hardware to do this at runtime [1, p. 710].

1.1 Purpose

The work presented in this thesis has been performed at RISE SICS, a government-
owned Swedish research institute within applied information and communication
technology. The compiler tool Unison [12], which has been developed in collaboration
between RISE SICS, the communication technology company Ericsson, and KTH
Royal Institute of Technology, uses combinatorial optimisation to perform integrated
register allocation and instruction scheduling. Unison can be integrated with the back-
end of the compiler LLVM [32] and is designed to be possible to adapt to different
processor architectures.

In another collaboration between RISE SICS and Ericsson, a new VLIW architec-
ture called Black Arrow has been developed [22, 23]. Black Arrow, which is intended
to be used for signal processing within the field of mobile communication technology,
is a programmable accelerator, that is, a processor designed to provide as much as
possible of both the flexibility of a digital signal processor (DSP) and the performance
of a hardware accelerator (a processor specialised in efficiently calculating certain
mathematical functions). As part of the Black Arrow project, an architecture-specific
compiler called Bach (Black Arrow Compiler in Haskell), which is not based on
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methods for combinatorial optimisation, has been developed [22].
When compared to LLVM’s default algorithms for register allocation and in-

struction scheduling, Unison has already been shown to produce code of similar or
better quality for a few architectures, among these the VLIW architecture Hexagon
[12]. However, the Black Arrow architecture has structural traits that complicate the
instruction scheduling and register allocation problems, and it has not been studied
before if Unison can handle these traits and, if so, produce better code than Bach. The
purpose of this study is therefore to:

• Investigate if Unison can be adapted to support the Black Arrow architecture.

• If so, evaluate three aspects of the performance of the adapted version of Unison:

– The quality of the produced code (in terms of code size and estimated
execution time).

– The speed of the instruction scheduling and register allocation process.

– The impact on quality and speed of using different solvers, techniques and
strategies for combinatorial optimisation.

As will be shown, it is indeed possible to adapt Unison to the Black Arrow architecture,
so that the tool can find optimal solutions to the instruction scheduling and register
allocation problems for Black Arrow, in a way that provides reasonable processing
times for several common integer algorithms, when the optimisation concerns minimal
execution time and a variant of minimal code size. However, the evaluation also shows
that other programs and another code-size optimisation criterion make the optimisation
significantly harder for Unison.

1.2 Structure

As a necessary background to the adaptation of Unison for the Black Arrow archi-
tecture, this introduction is followed by descriptions of the Black Arrow architecture
(Chapter 2), two techniques for combinatorial optimisation that can be used by Unison
(Chapter 3), and Unison’s instruction scheduling and register allocation process (Chap-
ter 4). After these background chapters, the target description that adapts Unison to
Black Arrow and that has been developed as part of this study is presented in Chapter 5.
The practical process of transforming a program representation produced by Bach
to one where Unison has performed instruction scheduling and register allocation is
described in Chapter 6, before the adapted version of Unison is evaluated in Chapter 7.
The thesis ends with a discussion of some related work in Chapter 8 and suggestions
for future work in Chapter 9.
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2 Black Arrow

The most recent version of the Black Arrow architecture is (in September 2019)
version 1.0 [23]. This version differs in some details (for example, in the data type
system) from version 0.5 [22], which is the one that is studied in this thesis, but
the basic characteristics of the architecture have not been changed. The reason for
studying the older version is mainly practical: the latest version of the Bach compiler
conforms to version 0.5 of the architecture, something that is also true for an accom-
panying simulator capable of running the compiled code. This makes it possible to
test programs to be handled by Unison for correctness and, given some additional
processing (see Section 6.1), to produce input for Unison. Furthermore, the register
allocation and instruction schedule produced by Unison can be compared to those
produced by Bach, as part of the evaluation of Unison. The difference between the
two versions of Black Arrow is modest enough for the conclusions of this thesis to be
valid for both. Neither version has so far been implemented in hardware. This chapter
describes the datapath configuration (Section 2.1) and instruction set (Section 2.2)
that will be studied here, as well as Bach and the programming language Kudzul-C
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Datapath

The Black Arrow programmable accelerator consists of a number of tiles (Figure 2.1),
each of which can be regarded as a separate processor. (Several tiles may cooperate
in the execution of a program. This is, however, out of the scope of this study, which
investigates the register allocation and instruction scheduling problem for a single
tile.) Each tile has a datapath (execution units and registers) and a local data memory.
There is also a common memory, which can be accessed by all tiles.

The Black Arrow architecture allows different configurations of the datapath,
that is, the set of execution units may vary, as well as the order of the units. In
the configuration studied in this thesis, each tile has thirteen execution units (see
Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1). Each unit belongs to one of five different unit types (BR,
MEM, ALU, DIST, and SHIFT), each of which is specialised in executing a certain
set of instructions (see Section 2.2). This configuration cannot handle floating-point
numbers, since this would require a specialised floating-point unit. All numbers that
are handled are therefore integers.

Every execution unit Ei (i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,12}) has a main subunit Mi, which executes
all instructions that are available on Ei, except wreg (register write) instructions. Every
unit E j except the BR unit ( j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,12}) also has a result register e j, which is the
destination of the result (if any) of any instruction that is executed by the main subunit.
Additionally, every unit Ek that is not a DIST unit (k ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12}) has
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Figure 2.1: The local data memory and the execution units Ei (i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,12}) of a Black
Arrow tile with the studied configuration. (Adapted from [23].)

neighbours
unit type latency E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12

E0 BR 1 X X X X X X X X
E1 MEM 2 X X X
E2 ALU 1 X X X
E3 DIST 1 X X X
E4 ALU 1 X X X X X
E5 SHIFT 1 X X X
E6 DIST 1 X X X
E7 ALU 1 X X X X
E8 DIST 1 X X X
E9 ALU 1 X X X X

E10 SHIFT 1 X X X
E11 DIST 1 X X
E12 ALU 1 X X X

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the execution units of a Black Arrow tile: their types, the latencies
of the instructions executed by their main subunits, and their neighbours.
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sixteen file registers rk,` (` ∈ {0,1, . . . ,15}) and one register write subunit Wk, which
executes wreg instructions. Such an instruction copies a value from some result
register to one of the file registers rk,`.

Each subunit can start the execution of one instruction per cycle. Most instructions
have a latency of one cycle, that is, the execution is finished at the end of the cycle in
which it was started. The only exception to this is that the instructions executed by the
main subunit of the MEM unit have a latency of two cycles.

The main subunit Mk (k ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12}) can read the file registers
of unit Ek. However, at most two operands of an instruction may be read from the
file registers, since the file register bank has only two read ports. Furthermore, the
main subunit Mi (i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,12}) can read the result registers of a set of units, the
so-called neighbours of Ei. In Table 2.1, each row shows the neighbours of a unit
Ei. (Note that the neighbour relation is not symmetric – unit A being a neighbour of
unit B does not necessarily entail that B is a neighbour of unit A.) Every unit that is
not a BR unit or a DIST unit is a neighbour of itself. If unit Ei is a DIST unit, then
the only unit that has it as a neighbour is ALU unit Ei+1. Since there are two global
interconnects, the main subunit Mi can also use values that have not been produced
by any of the neighbours of unit Ei. However, this requires a copy operation to be
performed, something that requires one cycle extra in addition to the latency of the
instruction that computed the value. A value in the result register of a DIST unit
cannot be accessed over the global interconnects.

The register write subunit Wk (k ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12}) can read the result
registers of the neighbours of unit Ek directly and, using the global interconnects and
given an extra copy operation, values in the result registers of the other units.

The described structure, where each execution unit has its own set of file registers
and has faster access to results produced by its neighbours than to results produced by
other execution units, means that the Black Arrow architecture resembles a clustered
VLIW architecture. In such an architecture, the execution units are divided into clusters,
each of which has its own register bank [26, pp. 145–148]. The reason for using
clustering is that letting all execution units simultaneously access a common register
file (by equipping the register file with a large number of ports), in order to make it
possible for all units to operate in parallel, would increase the physical size of the
register file and its connections and result in longer access times to values in registers.
In a clustered architecture, communication (access to produced values) is faster within
a cluster and slower between clusters, since in the latter case, values have to be copied
between clusters.

In the Black Arrow architecture, each unit could be said to form a cluster of its
own, considering that the values in its file registers are not directly available to other
units. Copying a value (between neighbours or over a global interconnect) could then
be seen as copying between clusters. However, since every unit has (some of) its
neighbours in common with other units and the neighbour relation might actually
be symmetric, the Black Arrow units can also be said to form partially overlapping
‘fuzzy’ clusters of execution units with fast access to results produced by neighbours.
This structure complicates instruction scheduling and register allocation. On the one
hand, the potential of Black Arrow to execute several instructions in parallel should
be used as much as possible, since this decreases the execution time of the compiled
program and also might decrease its size. On the other hand, some highly parallel
choices of execution units for a group of instructions might mean that some computed
values must be made available over the global interconnects, something that requires
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both extra copy operations and the use of a limited resource (the global interconnects).
Together, these two factors are important in deciding what an optimal solution will
look like. As will be described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, this study evaluates
an adapted version of Unison where the choice of execution units and the use of the
global interconnects is handled using Unison’s mechanism for alternative instructions
and optional copy operations (see Section 4.3).

2.2 Instruction Set

Table 2.2 gives an overview of the instructions that are allowed to occur in the input
to the Black Arrow version of Unison implemented in this study. This instruction set
is a subset of the one defined in version 0.5 of the Black Arrow architecture. The
instructions that have been excluded are related to cooperation between several tiles
(excluded because such cooperation is not part of this study, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.1) and to floating-point calculations (excluded because such calculations cannot
be handled by the studied datapath configuration, as also mentioned in Section 2.1).
For each instruction, Table 2.2 indicates what unit type(s) can execute the instruction,
what data type(s) can be handled by the instruction, and what operation the instruction
performs.

The data types handled by the Black Arrow version of Unison belong to three
different groups. The first group consists of scalar types, namely 8-bit, 16-bit, and
32-bit signed and unsigned integers. The second group consists of machine vector
types. A machine vector has a size of 16, 32, 64, or 128 bits and consists of 2, 4,
8, or 16 scalar values. The name of a scalar or machine vector data type consists of
the number of elements (scalar values) included, an s or a u that indicates signed or
unsigned integers, respectively, and the size of each of the elements. For example,
4s16 indicates a machine vector consisting of four 16-bit signed integers, and 1s32
indicates a 32-bit signed integer (a scalar). The scalar and machine vector data types
are listed in Table 2.3. The third data type group consists of a 128-bit word type,
indicated by w.

The full name of a Black Arrow instruction, in the input to Unison, consists of
one of the instruction names from Table 2.2 and one of the data types from Table 2.3,
joined by a dot. For example, the iadd.1s32 instruction adds two signed 32-bit
integers.

2.3 Bach and Kudzul-C

To be compiled by the Bach compiler, programs must be implemented in the program-
ming language Kudzul-C, which is basically a subset of C [22]. The most important
characteristics of Kudzul-C (in relation to standard C) are the following:

• Each program must consist of only one function. The return type of the function
must be void.

• Local variables (declared within the only function of the program) are by default
allocated in the local data memory. If the declaration of a variable is prepended
by the specifier register, then the variable is instead allocated in a register.
Global variables are allocated in common memory.

14



instruction unit type(s) data type(s) description

brz BR 1s32, 1u32, w branch if zero
brnz BR 1s32, 1u32 branch if not zero
brlz BR 1s32, 1u32 branch if less than zero
brlez BR 1s32, 1u32 branch if less than or equal to zero
brgz BR 1s32, 1u32 branch if greater than zero
brgez BR 1s32, 1u32 branch if greater than or equal to zero
brgout BR none branch if read from common memory is not finished

cmGetD MEM none get data from common memory to local memory
ld MEM all load
st MEM all store

const ALU all construct new temporary
iadd ALU all addition
isub ALU all subtraction
imul ALU all multiplication
idiv ALU all division
iadds ALU all saturating addition
isubs ALU all saturating subtraction
imin ALU all minimum
imax ALU all maximum
imask ALU all mask
imaxr ALU all maximum of a vector
iminr ALU all minimum of a vector
iand ALU all bitwise and
ior ALU all bitwise or
ixor ALU all bitwise exclusive or
inot ALU all bitwise not
iless ALU all less than
ilessEq ALU all less than or equal to
igtr ALU all greater than
igtrEq ALU all greater than or equal to
iequal ALU all equal to
inotEqual ALU all not equal to
print ALU all print
printLn ALU all print, adding a newline
vprint ALU all print vector
vprintLn ALU all print vector, adding a newline
printSep ALU none print a separator
printEol ALU none print a newline
printCyc ALU none print the current value of the cycle counter
constVec ALU 8u16 construct a machine vector from scalars

blend ALU, SHIFT all construct a vector from the elements of two others
icopy ALU, SHIFT w copy a temporary to another

dist DIST all set each element in a vector to a scalar or to 0

shuffle SHIFT all rearrange vector elements
ishr SHIFT all shift right
ishl SHIFT all shift left

wreg BR, MEM, ALU, SHIFT w register write

RET none none return

Table 2.2: Instruction set implemented by the Black Arrow version of Unison. The print instruc-
tions are not supposed to be implemented in hardware, but are useful when programs are run
using the simulator. The RET instruction is included because Unison requires all functions to
end with a return instruction.

15



total size (bits)
element type 8 16 32 64 128

8-bit signed 1s8 2s8 4s8 8s8 16s8
16-bit unsigned 1s16 2s16 4s16 8s16
32-bit signed 1s32 2s32 4s32
8-bit unsigned 1u8 2u8 4u8 8u8 16u8
16-bit unsigned 1u16 2u16 4u16 8u16
32-bit unsigned 1u32 2u32 4u32

Table 2.3: Scalar and machine vector data types handled by the Black Arrow version of Unison.

• One-armed and two-armed if statements can be used in Kudzul-C programs, but
not switch statements, break statements, and return statements. Furthermore,
while loops, do loops, and a restricted form of for loops can be used.

• The operators available in standard C can also be used in Kudzul-C, except
modulus (%), logical and (&&), logical or (||), and update (+=, -=, . . . ).

• When the compiled program is run using the simulator that accompanies Bach,
arguments to the only function of the program can be passed from the command
line. Each command-line argument is either a scalar or the name of a file
containing an array of scalars. Each scalar argument is passed to the function
in a file register. Each array is read into common memory, and a pointer to the
array is passed to the function in a file register.
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3 Combinatorial Optimisation

In a constraint problem, each of a number of variables must be assigned a value
according to some constraints. There are two types of constraint problems: constraint
satisfaction problems and constrained optimisation problems. Formally, these types
of problems can be described as follows (as in [4, pp. 8–10, 43–44] and [27]). A
constraint satisfaction problem is a triple 〈V,D,C〉 where:

• V = 〈v1, . . . ,vk〉 is a finite sequence of decision variables (sometimes called
just variables)

• D = 〈D1, . . . ,Dk〉 is a finite sequence of domains for the decision variables: Di

is the set of possible values for vi

• C = {c1, . . . ,cm} is a finite set of constraints on V

Each constraint c j denotes a subset of the Cartesian product D1×·· ·×Dk. In other
words, each constraint defines a set of allowed combinations of values for the decision
variables.

A tuple of values d = 〈d1, . . . ,dk〉 satisfies a constraint c j ∈C if d ∈ c j, and d is a
solution to the constraint satisfaction problem 〈V,D,C〉 if it satisfies every constraint
in C. Solving a constraint satisfaction problem means finding one or several (possibly
all) solutions to the problem.

A constrained optimisation problem is a quadruple 〈V,D,C, f 〉 where 〈V,D,C〉 is
a constraint satisfaction problem and f : 〈D1, . . . ,Dk〉 → R is an objective function.
Solving a constrained optimisation problem means finding a solution d such that f (d)
is optimal (minimal or maximal, depending on the problem).

Often, the domains for the decision variables of a constraint satisfaction problem or
a constrained optimisation problem are finite. Such problems are called combinatorial
problems, and the field of study they belong to is called combinatorial optimisation.

Two technologies for combinatorial optimisation that are used by Unison, con-
straint programming (Section 3.1) and lazy clause generation (Section 3.2), will now
be described.

3.1 Constraint Programming

Constraint programming (see, for example, [4]) is a technology for constraint problem
solving where the problems are declaratively modelled using variables and constraints
on these variables (like in the formal definition of constraint problems) and then solved
using algorithms for efficiently finding solutions to the problems.

In constraint programming, a constraint problem is solved through a process that
alternates inference and search. Each variable of the problem has a current domain,
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initialised to its declared domain. Inference takes the form of constraint propagation,
performed by algorithms called propagators. Every propagator is tied to a constraint
and reduces the current domains of (some of) the decision variables by taking away
some of the values that are disallowed by that constraint, given the current domains
of the other decision variables. There might exist several propagators for a certain
constraint, and each of these might enforce a different form of consistency.

Search in constraint programming involves two choices: how to construct the
search tree and how to explore it. The construction is done on-the-fly during explo-
ration, through the process of branching, and determines the structure of the search
tree. The branching is performed by a brancher, which selects a variable (using a
variable selection strategy) and one or several values from the current domain of
the selected variable (using a value selection strategy). The brancher then uses the
selected variable and value(s) to construct guesses (decisions), each of which has a
propagator. These branch propagators are tried one by one. For example, there could
be two branches, where the left branch (the one first tried) means that the selected
variable is equal to the maximum value in its current domain, while the right branch
means that the selected variable is not equal to that value. Often, the resulting search
tree is explored in depth-first order. If a failure arises during the exploration (that is, if
the current domain of some variable becomes empty), then the exploration backtracks
to the nearest higher node in the search tree where there are one or several decisions
that have not yet been tried, and the next decision is tried.

3.2 Lazy Clause Generation

Lazy clause generation [36] is a technique that combines constraint programming
and Boolean satisfiability solving (SAT). In SAT, the goal is to find an assignment of
truth values (TRUE or FALSE) to the variables of a Boolean formula that satisfies the
formula (makes it true), or to prove that no such assignment exists. Often, the formula
is supposed to be in conjunctive normal form (CNF), which means that the formula is
a conjunction of clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of literals. In turn, a literal is
a Boolean variable or a negated such variable. For example, (x1∨¬x2∨x3)∧ (x2∨x4)
is a Boolean formula in CNF. A satisfying variable assignment for this formula is
x1 = FALSE, x2 = FALSE, x3 = FALSE, x4 = TRUE.

Many SAT solvers employ conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) [40], which
builds upon the older Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [20].
Both CDCL and DPLL, like constraint programming solvers, find solutions by al-
ternating search and inference. The basic inference principle employed by them is
called Boolean constraint propagation (BCP), which is an iterated application of the
rule that if only one unassigned literal remains in a clause (such a clause is called a
unit clause) and all other literals of the clause have been assigned FALSE, then the
remaining literal must be assigned TRUE.

While solving, CDCL solvers build an implication graph. This graph records
which unit clause and which assignments to other variables triggered each assignment
made by BCP. For each assignment, the graph also records at what level in the search
tree it was made. Through search and inference, a CDCL solver gradually increases
the number of assigned variables in a SAT instance. During this process, the solver
might detect a conflict, that is, that the set of assignments that have been made so
far cannot be part of a complete solution. When a conflict has been detected, the
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solver uses the implication graph to identify the cause of the conflict, that is, which
combination of previous assignments during search led to the conflict.

The solver backtracks to the node in the search tree (possibly several levels away)
where the most recent of these assignments was made, and it also adds a conflict-
induced clause to the instance. Such a clause is constructed as the disjunction of the
negations of the assignments that were found to be the cause of the conflict. (That
is, the clause expresses that at least one of the assignments must be inverted for the
conflict not to occur.) For example, if the cause of a conflict is x1 = FALSE,x2 = TRUE,
then the added clause will be (x1∨¬x2). The addition of the conflict-induced clause
guarantees that the solver will not retry the combination of assignments that led to the
conflict. The ability to avoid previously discarded assignments (nogood learning) and
to backtrack several levels in one step (backjumping) increases the performance of the
CDCL solvers.

The idea behind lazy clause generation, as originally presented in [36], is that a
combination of SAT solving and constraint programming could exhibit the advantages
of both techniques (nogood learning and backjumping from SAT, high-level mod-
elling and specialised propagators from constraint programming). The domains of the
constraint programming decision variables are encoded using Boolean clauses, where
each Boolean variable corresponds to a constraint on the domain of a variable. The
constraint programming propagators are mapped into clauses that encode the changes
to the domains of the decision variables that are made by the propagators. The clauses
associated with propagators are added to the SAT problem lazily, that is, not from
the beginning but when the domains of the constraint programming variables exhibit
certain characteristics. The domain characteristics triggering the addition of clauses
are on a very concrete level, as are the changes encoded by the clauses. For example,
a clause can encode that given certain bounds on the domains of some variables, the
domain of some other variable should be reduced in a certain way. A propagator is
often associated with a large number of such clauses. Adding clauses lazily instead
of from the beginning diminishes the risk of exceeding the number of variables and
clauses that can be handled by the SAT solver.

In the original implementation of lazy clause generation, described in [36], a
limited constraint programming propagation engine is added to a SAT solver. In the
solving process, the SAT solver is run until it reaches a fixpoint of Boolean constraint
propagation (that is, a state where repeated application would not cause any changes).
For each Boolean variable that has been assigned a value, a corresponding change is
made to the domain of the constraint programming variable to which it is associated.
The propagators that are affected by these changes are executed, clauses corresponding
to the domain changes made by the propagators are added to the SAT model, and
the process is repeated. When a conflict is detected, the process is reversed: for each
Boolean variable that is unassigned (in the backtracking process), the corresponding
change to the domain of the associated constraint programming variable is undone.

After the original implementation of lazy clause generation was presented, the
concept has also been implemented with the roles of constraint programming propaga-
tion and SAT solving reversed [25]. That is, instead of using a constraint programming
propagator as a generator of clauses for a SAT solver, a SAT solver is used as a
propagator in a constraint programming solver.
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4 Unison

From a representation of a function (where a compiler has already performed in-
struction selection, that is, selected the processor instructions that will implement the
compiled function) and a target description providing information about a certain
architecture (see Section 5), Unison produces parameters for a constraint model of the
register allocation and instruction scheduling problems. This model is then solved us-
ing a generic solver. This process differs from the one in traditional compilers, where
heuristic methods are used and the problems of register allocation and instruction
scheduling are solved separately. The process by which Unison performs register
allocation and instruction scheduling will now be described step by step according
to [10], [11], [13], and [15]. This process begins with code import (Section 4.1) and
continues with linearisation of the code (Section 4.2), extension with optional copy
operations (Section 4.3), augmentation with alternative temporaries (Section 4.4), and
production of parameters for a constraint model (Section 4.5), before ending with the
solving of the model (Section 4.6).

4.1 Code Import

Unison takes as input a function in the machine intermediate representation (MIR)
format of LLVM. The code must consist of maximal basic blocks of instructions. In a
basic block (or block for short), only the beginning (entry) can be the destination of
branch instructions, and the end is the only place where branch instructions can occur.
The maximality requirement means that out of two consecutive blocks, either the first
block must end with a branch instruction, or the second one must be the destination of
a branch instruction. In Figure 4.1, the MIR format is exemplified by the Black Arrow
program (function) fibonacci. (As its name suggests, fibonacci calculates the nth
Fibonacci number, where n is given as an argument to the program.) In the MIR
format, basic blocks are indicated with bb.i and each name of a temporary begins
with a %. In the following, fibonacci will be used as an example to demonstrate the
various code transformations performed by Unison. In order to save space, only the
first two basic blocks will be shown after some of the transformations.

Another requirement on the input is that the code must be in static single assign-
ment (SSA) form, which means that temporaries are only defined (assigned to) once
[2, 38]. Therefore, if the function originally contains a temporary that is assigned
to several times, then this temporary must be split into several temporaries. Also, a
so-called φ (phi) function must be inserted at the beginning of every basic block in
which a use of some original temporary could refer to more than one definition of that
temporary. Such situations occur when the flow of control can reach the block along
several paths. The φ function selects the correct definition depending on where the
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--- |
; ModuleID = (...)

...
---
name: fibonacci_no-sw-pipe
body: |
bb.0:

liveins: %r2_0, %r4_0, %r5_0
%0 = COPY %r5_0
%1 = const.1u32 1
%2 = const.1u32 1
%3 = const.1u32 0
%4 = const.1u32 1
%5 = const.1u32 1
%6 = const.1s32 0

bb.1:
%7 = PHI %16, %bb.2, %6, %bb.0
%8 = PHI %15, %bb.2, %5, %bb.0
%9 = PHI %14, %bb.2, %4, %bb.0
%11 = PHI %13, %bb.2, %3, %bb.0
%12 = iless.1s32 %7, %0
brz.1s32 %12, %bb.3

bb.2:
%13 = icopy.w %9
%14 = icopy.w %8
%15 = iadd.1s32 %13, %14
%16 = iadd.1s32 %7, 1
brnz.1u32 1, %bb.1

bb.3:
exit
printLn.1s32 %11
RET

...

Figure 4.1: The fibonacci program in the LLVM MIR format.

flow of control came from. In the MIR code, φ functions are indicated by PHI.
As a first step in the register allocation and instruction scheduling process per-

formed by Unison, the MIR function is transformed into Unison’s own intermedi-
ate representation (IR) format. Figure 4.2 shows the first two basic blocks of the
fibonacci program in this format. In this representation, each block consists of a
number of operations (indexed with oi). Each operation can be implemented by one
or several instructions. The reason that some of the original instructions are replaced
by a set of instructions will be explained in Section 5.2. Another notable difference
from the MIR format is that each name of a temporary begins with a t.

4.2 Linearisation

When an SSA function has been imported, it is transformed to linear static single
assignment (LSSA) form. The difference between LSSA and ordinary SSA is that a
temporary in LSSA is never used outside the block where it is defined. Each SSA
temporary that is live (might be used by a future instruction in the function) in more
than one block is therefore split into two or more temporaries in the LSSA version. Two
LSSA temporaries from different blocks that are based on the same SSA temporary
are related by a congruence. Figure 4.3 shows how every temporary that is live is
indicated in the lists at the in and out operations in the beginning and end of each
block, and how the congruence relations between LSSA temporaries from different
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b0 (entry, freq: 1):
o0: [t0:r2_0,t1:r4_0,t2:r5_0,t3:r1_15] <- (in) []
o1: [] <- (kill) [t0,t1]
o2: [t4] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, const.1u32_i_ALU_4_main, const.1u32_i_ALU_7_main,

const.1u32_i_ALU_9_main, const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o3: [] <- (kill) [t4]
o4: [t5] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o5: [] <- (kill) [t5]
o6: [t6] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [0]
o7: [t7] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o8: [t8] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o9: [t9] <- {const.1s32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1s32_i_ALU_12_main} [0]
o10: [] <- (out) []

b1 (freq: 10):
o11: [] <- (in) []
o12: [t10] <- (phi) [t18,b2,t9,b0]
o13: [t11] <- (phi) [t17,b2,t8,b0]
o14: [t12] <- (phi) [t16,b2,t7,b0]
o15: [t13] <- (phi) [t15,b2,t6,b0]
o16: [t14] <- {iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main, iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_4_main,

iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_7_main, iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_9_main,
iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_12_main} [t10,t2]

o17: [] <- brz.1s32_reg_label_BR_0_main [t14,b3]
o18: [] <- (out) []

Figure 4.2: The first two basic blocks of the fibonacci program of Figure 4.1 in Unison’s IR
format.

b0 (entry, freq: 1):
o0: [t0:r2_0,t1:r4_0,t2:r5_0,t3:r1_15] <- (in) []
o1: [] <- (kill) [t0,t1]
o2: [t4] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o3: [] <- (kill) [t4]
o4: [t5] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o5: [] <- (kill) [t5]
o6: [t6] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [0]
o7: [t7] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o8: [t8] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o9: [t9] <- {const.1s32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1s32_i_ALU_12_main} [0]
o10: [] <- (out) [t2,t3,t6,t7,t8,t9]

b1 (freq: 10):
o11: [t10,t11,t12,t13,t14,t15] <- (in) []
o12: [t16] <- {iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_12_main} [t10,t14]
o13: [] <- brz.1s32_reg_label_BR_0_main [t16,b3]
o14: [] <- (out) [t10,t11,t12,t13,t14,t15]

[...]
adjacent:

t2 -> t14, t3 -> t15, t6 -> t13, t7 -> t12, t8 -> t11, t9 -> t10

Figure 4.3: The first two basic blocks of the fibonacci program of Figure 4.1 in LSSA form.

blocks are given in the list of adjacent temporaries.

4.3 Extension with Optional Copy Operations

Despite its name, register allocation means assigning each (live) temporary to a certain
register or to memory at each point in the program. The reason that it might be
necessary to spill (store) a temporary to memory, instead of keeping it in a register
during its whole live range (the period during which it is live), is that the number of
live temporaries might exceed the number of available registers. Even if a temporary
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never has to be spilled, it might be necessary or desirable to copy (move) it between
registers during its live range. For example, some registers might be unavailable to
some execution units (as is the case for Black Arrow).

Unison’s way of handling the need for spilling of temporaries and copying of
temporaries between registers is to extend the LSSA function with optional copy
operations, similarly to a method described in [3]. Such an operation represents a
possibility of copying the value of a temporary to a new temporary. Each optional
copy operation is associated with a number of alternative instructions and will be
implemented by one of these. An alternative instruction may be a copy instruction (for
register-to-register copying), a store instruction (for spilling), a load instruction (for
reloading spilled temporaries), or the null instruction (indicating that the operation
is deactivated and thus that no copying is performed). The new temporaries that are
the result of the optional copy operations can be assigned to registers or to memory
locations. Both memory locations and actual registers are modelled as registers by
Unison. Spilling and copying are thus handled in a unified way.

Where to insert the optional copy operations depends on the architecture. In a
load/store architecture (like Black Arrow), instructions (apart from load and store
instructions) cannot use operands that reside in memory, but only operands in regis-
ters and immediates (values that are encoded directly in instructions). For such an
architecture, the basic principle is to insert a copy operation in two types of locations.
After every operation (in the LSSA function) that defines a temporary, an operation
associated with store and copy instructions (for that temporary) is inserted. Before
every operation that uses a temporary, an operation associated with load and copy
instructions is inserted. This principle enables spilling and reloading of temporaries,
as well as copying of temporaries between registers. Figure 4.4 shows the first two
basic blocks of the fibonacci program after extension with optional copy operations.
How the principle for insertion of optional copy operations is applied in the Black
Arrow case will be described in detail in Section 5.3.

4.4 Augmentation with Alternative Temporaries

When a function is extended with optional copy operations, many possibilities for
spilling and copying of temporaries are introduced. However, many of these possibili-
ties will not be used in the final version of the function, where instruction scheduling
and register allocation have been performed. In fact, as long as no negative effects
arise, it is desirable to avoid as much spilling and copying as possible, as this saves
instructions and execution time. In other words, there is a need for coalescing (assign-
ment to the same register) of temporaries that are related by copy operations and thus
hold the same value, which makes it possible to deactivate the corresponding copy
operations, and for spill code optimisation (removal of unnecessary store and load
instructions).

Practically, both coalescing and spill code optimisation entail that some tempo-
raries are substituted by other temporaries, thus making the (copy, load, or store)
operations defining the substituted temporaries unnecessary. For this to be possible, it
cannot be predefined which temporaries are accessed by the different operations, as
is generally the case in combinatorial models of register allocation developed before
Unison. Unison avoids such predefinitions by introducing alternative temporaries.
The idea is to let operations use and define operands instead of temporaries, and to
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b0 (entry, freq: 1):
o0: [t0:r2_0,t1:r4_0,t2:r5_0,t3:r1_15] <- (in) []
o1: [t4] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, CP_reg_ALU_4_main, CP_reg_ALU_7_main,

CP_reg_ALU_9_main, CP_reg_ALU_12_main, CP_reg_SHIFT_5_main,
CP_reg_SHIFT_10_main, WRITE_resglob_BR_0_write,
WRITE_resglob_MEM_1_write, WRITE_resglob_ALU_2_write,
WRITE_resglob_ALU_4_write, WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_5_write,
WRITE_resglob_ALU_7_write, WRITE_resglob_ALU_9_write,
WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_10_write, WRITE_resglob_ALU_12_write,
GLOBAL, STORE} [t2]

o2: [] <- (kill) [t0,t1]
o3: [t5] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o4: [] <- (kill) [t5]
o5: [t6] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o6: [] <- (kill) [t6]
o7: [t7] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [0]
o8: [t8] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t7]
o9: [t9] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o10: [t10] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t9]
o11: [t11] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1]
o12: [t12] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t11]
o13: [t13] <- {const.1s32_i_ALU_2_main, [...], const.1s32_i_ALU_12_main} [0]
o14: [t14] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t13]
o15: [t15] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, CP_reg_ALU_4_main, CP_reg_ALU_7_main,

CP_reg_ALU_9_main, CP_reg_ALU_12_main, CP_reg_SHIFT_5_main,
CP_reg_SHIFT_10_main, WRITE_resglob_BR_0_write,
WRITE_resglob_MEM_1_write, WRITE_resglob_ALU_2_write,
WRITE_resglob_ALU_4_write, WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_5_write,
WRITE_resglob_ALU_7_write, WRITE_resglob_ALU_9_write,
WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_10_write, WRITE_resglob_ALU_12_write,
GLOBAL, LOAD} [t4]

o16: [t16] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t8]
o17: [t17] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t10]
o18: [t18] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t12]
o19: [t19] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t14]
o20: [] <- (out) [t15,t3,t16,t17,t18,t19]

b1 (freq: 10):
o21: [t20,t21,t22,t23,t24,t25] <- (in) []
o22: [t26] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t20]
o23: [t27] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t21]
o24: [t28] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t22]
o25: [t29] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t23]
o26: [t30] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t24]
o27: [t31] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t26]
o28: [t32] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t30]
o29: [t33] <- {iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main, [...],

iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_12_main} [t31,t32]
o30: [t34] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [t33]
o31: [t35] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t34]
o32: [t36] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t26]
o33: [t37] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t27]
o34: [t38] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t28]
o35: [t39] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t29]
o36: [t40] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [t30]
o37: [] <- brz.1s32_reg_label_BR_0_main [t35,b3]
o38: [] <- (out) [t36,t37,t38,t39,t40,t25]

[...]
adjacent:

t3 -> t25, t15 -> t24, t16 -> t23, t17 -> t22, t18 -> t21, t19 -> t20

Figure 4.4: The first two basic blocks of the fibonacci program of Figure 4.1 extended with
optional copy operations.
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connect each operand to one or several alternative temporaries that (because of copy
operations) hold the same value. When the constraint model is solved, one of the
alternative temporaries is chosen for each operand, and each temporary is assigned to
a register or to memory. If the same temporary is chosen for two or more operands,
then this process leads to coalescing of (the original) temporaries or to spill code
optimisation. An operand is either a use operand or a definition operand, depending
on if it is used or defined by its operation.

The first two basic blocks of the fibonacci program after augmentation with
alternative temporaries can be found in Figure 4.5. Each occurrence of a temporary
has been replaced by a unique operand (that is, the operand does not occur anywhere
else in the function), and one or several temporaries are connected to each operand.
For example, operation o29 uses operand p60, which is connected to temporaries t20,
t26, t31, and t36. For an optional copy operation, such as o1, one of the temporaries
connected to the definition operand is a null temporary, corresponding to the case that
the null instruction is chosen to implement the operation (something that means that
the operation is inactive and thus that no instruction corresponding to the operation is
present in the output from Unison). Note that some of the alternative temporaries that
are connected to an operand may not be defined until later in the code (as is the case
for t36 and t40 in operation o29).

4.5 Constraint Model

From a target description and the function representation augmented with alterna-
tive temporaries, Unison produces parameters for a constraint model of the register
allocation and instruction scheduling problems. Two versions of the model (both of
which are part of Unison) will be discussed and evaluated here: one for the constraint
programming solver Gecode [39] (implemented in C++) and one implemented in the
constraint modelling language MiniZinc [35], which gives access to a large number of
solvers that use different solving technologies. The two model versions have the same
parameters, variables, main constraints, and objective function, but are associated
with different solving strategies. Next, the main common characteristics of the two
model versions will be described according to [11] and [15]. Then, in Section 4.6, the
solving strategies will be presented.
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b0 (entry, freq: 1):
o0: [p0{t0}:r2_0,p1{t1}:r4_0,p2{t2}:r5_0,p3{t3}:r1_15] <- (in) []
o1: [p5{-, t4}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p4{-, t2}] (reads: [control])
o2: [] <- (kill) [p6{t0},p7{t1}]
o3: [p8{t5}] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1] (reads: [control])
o4: [] <- (kill) [p9{t5}]
o5: [p10{t6}] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1] (reads: [control])
o6: [] <- (kill) [p11{t6}]
o7: [p12{t7}] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [0] (reads: [control])
o8: [p14{-, t8}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p13{-, t7}] (reads: [control])
o9: [p15{t9}] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1] (reads: [control])
o10: [p17{-, t10}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p16{-, t9}] (reads: [control])
o11: [p18{t11}] <- {const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1u32_i_ALU_12_main} [1] (reads: [control])
o12: [p20{-, t12}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p19{-, t11}] (reads: [control])
o13: [p21{t13}] <- {const.1s32_i_ALU_2_main, [...],

const.1s32_i_ALU_12_main} [0] (reads: [control])
o14: [p23{-, t14}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p22{-, t13}] (reads: [control])
o15: [p25{-, t15}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p24{-, t2, t4}] (reads: [control])
o16: [p27{-, t16}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p26{-, t7, t8}] (reads: [control])
o17: [p29{-, t17}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p28{-, t9, t10}] (reads: [control])
o18: [p31{-, t18}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p30{-, t11, t12}] (reads: [control])
o19: [p33{-, t19}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p32{-, t13, t14}] (reads: [control])
o20: [] <- (out) [p34{t2, t4, t15},p35{t3},p36{t7, t8, t16},p37{t9, t10, t17},

p38{t11, t12, t18},p39{t13, t14, t19}]
b1 (freq: 10):

o21: [p40{t20},p41{t21},p42{t22},p43{t23},p44{t24},p45{t25}] <- (in) []
o22: [p47{-, t26}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p46{-, t20}] (reads: [control])
o23: [p49{-, t27}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p48{-, t21}] (reads: [control])
o24: [p51{-, t28}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p50{-, t22}] (reads: [control])
o25: [p53{-, t29}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p52{-, t23}] (reads: [control])
o26: [p55{-, t30}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p54{-, t24}] (reads: [control])
o27: [p57{-, t31}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p56{-, t20, t26}] (reads: [control])
o28: [p59{-, t32}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p58{-, t24, t30}] (reads: [control])
o29: [p62{t33}] <- {iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main, [...],

iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_12_main}
[p60{t20, t26, t31, t36},
p61{t24, t30, t32, t40}] (reads: [control])

o30: [p64{-, t34}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], STORE} [p63{-, t33}] (reads: [control])
o31: [p66{-, t35}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p65{-, t33, t34}] (reads: [control])
o32: [p68{-, t36}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p67{-, t20, t26}] (reads: [control])
o33: [p70{-, t37}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p69{-, t21, t27}] (reads: [control])
o34: [p72{-, t38}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p71{-, t22, t28}] (reads: [control])
o35: [p74{-, t39}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p73{-, t23, t29}] (reads: [control])
o36: [p76{-, t40}] <- {-, CP_reg_ALU_2_main, [...], LOAD} [p75{-, t24, t30}] (reads: [control])
o37: [] <- brz.1s32_reg_label_BR_0_main [p77{t33, t34, t35},b3] (writes: [control,pc])
o38: [] <- (out) [p78{t20, t26, t31, t36},p79{t21, t27, t37},p80{t22, t28, t38},

p81{t23, t29, t39},p82{t24, t30, t32, t40},p83{t25}]
[...]
adjacent:

p34 -> p44, p35 -> p45, p36 -> p43, p37 -> p42, p38 -> p41, p39 -> p40

Figure 4.5: The first two basic blocks of the fibonacci program of Figure 4.1 augmented with
alternative temporaries.
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Parameters

The parameters that describe a program and a processor are as follows:

B the set of blocks
O the set of operations
P the set of operands
T the set of temporaries
operands(o) the operands of operation o
use(p) true if p is a use operand
definer(t) the operation defining (the definition operand connected to) temporary t
users(t) the operations using (a use operand connected to) temporary t
T(b) the temporaries in block b
O(b) the operations in block b
class(i, p) the register class (see Section 5.7) of operand p when its operation is

implemented by instruction i
width(t) the number of register atoms (smallest parts of a register that can be

referenced by an operation) occupied by temporary t (always 1 in the
Black Arrow case)

lat(i) the latency with which instruction i defines its resulting temporaries
R the set of processor resources
con(i,r) the number of units of resource r that are consumed by instruction i
dur(i,r) the number of cycles during which resource r is consumed by instruction i

(the duration)
cap(r) the capacity of resource r (the total number of units available)
freq(b) the estimated execution frequency of block b

Variables

The decision variables of the models are as follows:

ao true if operation o is active
io the instruction that implements operation o
`t true if temporary t is live
`st the start cycle of the live range of temporary t
`et the end cycle of the live range of temporary t
rt the register to which temporary t is assigned
yp the temporary that is connected to operand p
co the issue cycle of operation o, counted from the beginning of its block

Register Allocation Constraints

• A temporary t is live if and only if it is connected to a use operand p:

`t ⇐⇒ ∃p ∈ P : (use(p)∧ yp = t) ∀t ∈ T

• The definer of temporary t is active if and only if t is live:

adefiner(t) ⇐⇒ `t ∀t ∈ T
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• Each operand of an active operation is connected to a temporary that is not the
null temporary (⊥):

ao ⇐⇒ yp 6=⊥ ∀o ∈ O, ∀p ∈ operands(o)

• Each active operation is implemented by an instruction that is not the null
instruction (⊥):

ao ⇐⇒ io 6=⊥ ∀o ∈ O

• The temporary that is connected to operand p is assigned to a register in the
register class determined by the instruction that implements the operation of p:

ryp ∈ class(io, p) ∀o ∈ O, ∀p ∈ operands(o)

• Temporaries are assigned to registers in such a way that they do not interfere.
Each live temporary corresponds to a rectangle in a two-dimensional area
where one dimension represents the register (atoms) and the other dimension
represents time in clock cycles. Using the so-called global constraint disjoint2,
these rectangles are required not to overlap:

disjoint2({〈rt ,rt +width(t) · `t , `st , `et〉 : t ∈ T(b)}) ∀b ∈ B

• If some operands are preassigned (.) to certain registers, so are the temporaries
connected to the operands:

ryp = s ∀p ∈ P : p. s

• If two operands are congruent, then the temporaries connected to them are
assigned to the same register:

ryp = ryq ∀p,q ∈ P : p≡ q

Instruction Scheduling Constraints

• If temporary t is live, then its live range starts at the issue cycle of its definer:

`t ⇒ `st = cdefiner(t) ∀t ∈ T

• If temporary t is live, then its live range ends with the issue cycle of its last user:

`t ⇒ `et = max
o∈users(t)

co ∀t ∈ T

• If operation o is active and uses temporary yp, then it can at the earliest be
issued at the issue cycle plus the latency of the definer of yp:

ao⇒ co ≥ cdefiner(yp)+ lat(idefiner(yp)) ∀o ∈ O,∀p ∈ operands(o) : use(p)

• Using the global constraint cumulative, it is required that no processor resource
is ever over-utilised (that the capacity of each resource is never exceeded):

cumulative({〈co,con(io,r),dur(io,r)〉 : o ∈O(b)},cap(r)) ∀b ∈ B,∀r ∈ R
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Optimisation Criteria

The model uses minimisation of the following generic objective function to capture
different optimisation criteria:

∑
b∈B

weight(b)× cost(b)

Currently, two different optimisation criteria are available: minimal (estimated) ex-
ecution time and minimal code size. When the optimisation criterion is minimal
execution time, weight(b) is set to freq(b), while cost(b) is set to maxo∈O(b):ao co.
Unison can use per-block execution frequencies that are given in the input or estimate
frequencies. The estimation is based on the assumption that each loop is executed ten
times [9]. That is, a doubly nested loop is supposed to be executed 100 times. When
the optimisation criterion is minimal code size, weight(b) is set to 1, while cost(b) is
set to ∑o∈O(b) con(io,bw), where bw is a bundle-width resource, which represents the
bits used to encode in a binary representation the instructions of a bundle (group of
instructions scheduled to be executed in the same cycle), as discussed in Section 5.5.

4.6 Solving

As mentioned in Section 4.5, the two versions of the constraint model are associated
with different solving strategies. These strategies will now be described according
to [13]. In both versions of the model, instruction scheduling is local (deals with
each basic block separately), while register allocation is global (takes the whole
function into account). However, since the modelled functions are always in LSSA
form (see Section 4.2), the basic blocks are only linked by the constraints assigning
(temporaries that are connected to) congruent operands to the same register. Therefore,
if all operands involved in congruence relations (global operands) are assigned to
registers, then the remaining parts of the register allocation problem can be solved
locally (independently for each block).

This observation is the basis of the main solving strategy used for the Gecode
version of the model. In this decomposition-based strategy the solver first finds a
valid assignment to registers of the global operands (the master problem). Then, for
each basic block b, the solver finds a solution that satisfies all constraints except the
congruence constraints and that minimises cost(b) (the subproblem of the block). The
obtained solutions (to the master problem and the subproblems) are combined into a
solution s of the whole problem and the corresponding value of the objective function
is calculated. Then, constraints are added that require the value of the objective
function to be less than that for s and that forbid the just found solution to the master
problem, before the solving process is repeated. This continues until an optimal
solution to the whole problem is found or the solver times out. The solver then returns
the last solution to the whole problem (if any such solution has been found), whether
it is optimal or not.

When no solution to the whole problem can be found using the decomposition-
based strategy, a monolithic strategy for the Gecode version of the model is tried.
This strategy considers the whole problem at once instead of decomposing it into
a master problem and several subproblems. The idea behind this is that the solver
might repeatedly find register assignments for the global operands that cannot be part
of a solution to the whole problem, something that means that it might be better to
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consider the whole problem at once, at least if the problem is not too large [9]. The
monolithic strategy is also the only solving strategy used for the MiniZinc version of
the model.

Within both the decomposition-based and the monolithic solving strategies, differ-
ent variable and value selection strategies are possible. In the decomposition-based
case, each subproblem is solved using five combinations of variable and value selec-
tion strategies in parallel. Some combinations have a variable selection strategy where
operations are handled one by one (so that several decisions for a certain operation,
such as assignment of instructions and temporaries, are taken in immediate connection
to each other), while others assign values to all variables of a certain type, such as
the instruction variables, for all operations before moving on to the next variable
type. Similarly, different value selection strategies might mean that operations are
scheduled as early as possible or that an operation that defines a certain temporary is
scheduled as close as possible to the operations that use the same temporary. Each
combination of variable and value selection strategies works on its own copy of the
problem, but takes advantage of the other combinations by adding constraints that are
based on the cost of solutions that these have found.

As regards the monolithic solving strategy for the MiniZinc version of the model,
Unison lets the user choose between two combinations of variable and value selection
strategies, bottom-up and top-down, where the main difference is that in the bottom-up
case, the solver first branches on the objective function variable, starting with the
smallest value in its domain, before branching on other variables, while in the top-
down case, no branching on the objective function variable is done. Since the goal is
to minimise the objective function (see Section 4.5), this means that in the bottom-up
case, the solution that is found first is always an optimal solution.
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5 Target Description

Adapting Unison to a new architecture means providing a target description, which
consists of a number of Haskell functions that give Unison the necessary information
about the architecture for which it is going to perform register allocation and instruc-
tion scheduling. Many of these functions can be generated by the tool SpecsGen
(provided together with Unison) from a file in YAML format [7], where all the instruc-
tions of the architecture are listed and their characteristics are indicated. In the Black
Arrow adaptation described here, the YAML file and one of the functions in the target
description are in turn generated by a specially developed Python program, while
the remaining functions in the target description have been implemented by hand.
From the target description and an input file containing a representation of a function,
Unison produces parameters for a constraint model, as described in Chapter 4.

This chapter will describe the problems that arise in the adaptation of Unison
for Black Arrow, how these problems have been solved, and how the solutions are
reflected in the target description. A central point in the adaptation is how the problem
of assigning each Black Arrow instruction to a specific execution unit is solved
through the use of Unison’s ability to choose between several alternative instructions
implementing the same operation (see Section 5.2). Also described are the instruction
set used by the Black Arrow version of Unison (Section 5.1), the insertion of optional
copy operations in the code (Section 5.3), the modelling of the global interconnects
(Section 5.4), the handling of the limited resources of the architecture (Section 5.5),
the enforcing of latencies and serialisations of instructions (Section 5.6), and the
enforcing of read and write capabilities of the subunits (Section 5.7).

5.1 Instruction Set

Unison requires each operand (use operand or definition operand) of the instructions
in the YAML file and the target description to belong to exactly one of three operand
types: register, bound, or label. A register operand is, as the name indicates, an
operand in a register (or in memory, as memory locations are modelled as registers
by Unison). All definition operands and many use operands are register operands. A
bound operand (which is always a use operand) is the same thing as an immediate.
A label operand (which is also always a use operand), finally, is the name of a basic
block and indicates the destination of a branch instruction. Since each operand of an
instruction handled by Unison must belong to exactly one of the three operand types,
several instructions not present in the real Black Arrow instruction set must be added
to the instruction set before it can be handled by Unison.

The result of the addition of instructions indicating operand types is that the size
of the instruction set increases significantly. The size of the instruction set is also
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iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main
iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_4_main
iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_7_main
iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_9_main
iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_12_main
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_2_main
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_4_main
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_7_main
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_9_main
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_12_main
iadd.1s32_reg_i_ALU_2_main
iadd.1s32_reg_i_ALU_4_main
iadd.1s32_reg_i_ALU_7_main
iadd.1s32_reg_i_ALU_9_main
iadd.1s32_reg_i_ALU_12_main
iadd.1s32_i_i_ALU_2_main
iadd.1s32_i_i_ALU_4_main
iadd.1s32_i_i_ALU_7_main
iadd.1s32_i_i_ALU_9_main
iadd.1s32_i_i_ALU_12_main

Table 5.1: Instructions based on iadd.1s32.

increased by a need to introduce instructions that are tied to (can only be executed
by) specific execution units, as will be discussed in Section 5.2. For example, the
original instruction iadd.1s32, which can by executed by any ALU unit and whose
use operands can be both register operands and bound operands, gives rise to the
20 instructions listed in Table 5.1. In the names of instructions that are added to the
instruction set, the types of the use operands are indicated in order: reg or resglob
for register operands (where the choice between reg and resglob depends on which
register class can be used for the operand, as will be discussed in Section 5.7), i
for bound operands, and label for label operands. Even in case each operand of an
original instruction can belong to just one type, an instruction where the operand types
are indicated is added to the instruction set. This is not required by Unison, but might
be helpful to someone who wants to study the instruction set or Unison’s processing.

Figure 5.1 shows three entries from the YAML file for Black Ar-
row: the original instruction iadd.1s32 along with the added instructions
iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main and iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_2_main, which are
tied to the main subunit of execution unit 2 (an ALU unit). The types of the operands
are not only indicated in the names of the instructions, but also in the list of operands
in each entry in the file.

The entries in the YAML file also contain information about other features of
the instructions. Each instruction is either a branch instruction, or a copy instruction,
or a linear instruction. Branch instructions affect control flow, copy instructions are
pseudo instructions that are used internally by Unison but never occur in the output
(see Section 5.3 and Section 5.4), and linear instructions are all other instructions.
There is also information about the register class of each register operand, such as In2
and Result2 (Section 5.7), as well as about side effects (Section 5.6), and itinerary
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- id: iadd.1s32
type: linear
operands:
- dst: [register, def, Result2]
- src0: [register, use, In2]
- src1: [register, use, In2]
uses: [src0, src1]
defines: [dst]
size: 1
affects:
affected-by:
itinerary: NoItinerary

- id: iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main
parent: iadd.1s32
operands:
- dst: [register, def, Result2]
- src0: [register, use, In2]
- src1: [register, use, In2]
uses: [src0, src1]
defines: [dst]
itinerary: ALU_2_main_itinerary

[...]

- id: iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_2_main
parent: iadd.1s32
operands:
- dst: [register, def, Result2]
- src0: bound
- src1: [register, use, In2]
uses: [src0, src1]
defines: [dst]
itinerary: ALU_2_main_itinerary

Figure 5.1: Three entries from the YAML file that lists the Black Arrow instructions.

(resources used, Section 5.5) of each instruction. If an instruction has an indicated
parent (for example, iadd.1s32 is the parent of iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_2_main
and iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_2_main), then it has the same feature values as the
parent, unless another value is explicitly indicated.

5.2 Choosing Execution Unit

As indicated in Table 2.1, each Black Arrow tile contains several ALU units, DIST
units, and SHIFT units. If all execution units that belong to the same unit type were
completely equivalent, then each unit type could correspond to a resource in the target
description. The capacity of each of these resources would then be the number of units
of that type. However, while the units within a type are indeed functionally equivalent
(that is, they can execute the same set of instructions), they are not topologically
equivalent (that is, they do not have the same set of neighbours). Since the result
of one instruction is often used by another, a solution to the instruction scheduling
problem for a Black Arrow program must indicate which unit is supposed to execute
each instruction. Just making sure that the execution resources are not over-utilised
is not enough, since this could cause a result to end up in a register where it would
not be available for an instruction needing it (at least not without the addition of copy
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instructions that would not be necessary in an optimal solution).
Unfortunately, Unison is not designed to handle this situation. The solution to this

problem that has been implemented and evaluated in this study is based on Unison’s
ability to choose between several alternative instructions implementing the same
operation. As described in Section 4.3, this mechanism was originally intended for
alternative instructions related to optional copy operations. However, it can also be
used to handle the problem of assigning instructions to execution units. Therefore, the
original Black Arrow instruction set has been augmented with instructions that are
tied to certain execution units.

During code import, each instruction in the input to Unison, unless it is a
RET instruction, is replaced by a set of alternative instructions, each indicating
execution unit and subunit as well as operand types. (As indicated in the caption
of Table 2.2, the RET instruction is not a real Black Arrow instruction, but must be
present in the end of the input for Unison to work correctly.) For example, in case
the instruction in the input is iadd.1s32, the first use operand is an immediate,
and the second use operand is a temporary, then the replacing set of instructions
consists of iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_2_main, iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_4_main,
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_7_main, iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_9_main, and
iadd.1s32_i_reg_ALU_12_main. The replacement is made using the func-
tion transforms in the target description. Later in the processing, as part of solving
the constraint model, Unison chooses one instruction in each set, such that an optimal
solution is produced. That is, in the output from Unison, no instructions come from
the original instruction set. Instead, all instructions belong to the set of instructions
added to the original instruction set.

5.3 Optional Copy Operations

The insertion of optional copy operations is handled by the copies function in the
target description. The alternative instructions associated with the inserted operations
are copy pseudo instructions. In the end of Unison’s processing, when it is known
from the solution to the constraint problem which instruction (if any) will implement
each optional copy operation, the fromCopy function in the target description replaces
the pseudo instructions by ordinary linear instructions.

An optional copy operation is inserted after every definition and before every use
of a temporary. A pseudo instruction that is associated with an operation inserted after
a definition can be:

• a CP instruction that copies the value of the temporary to the result register of
an ALU or a SHIFT unit

• a WRITE instruction that writes the value to a file register of a non-DIST unit

• a GLOBAL instruction that makes the value available on one of the global inter-
connects (see Section 5.4)

• a STORE instruction that stores the value to memory

• the null instruction (-)
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copy instruction linear instruction

CP_reg_ALU_2_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_2_main
CP_reg_ALU_4_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_4_main
CP_reg_ALU_7_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_7_main
CP_reg_ALU_9_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_9_main
CP_reg_ALU_12_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_12_main
CP_reg_SHIFT_5_main icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_5_main
CP_reg_SHIFT_10_main icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_10_main
WRITE_resglob_BR_0_write wreg.w_resglob_BR_0_write
WRITE_resglob_MEM_1_write wreg.w_resglob_MEM_1_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_2_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_2_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_4_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_4_write
WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_5_write wreg.w_resglob_SHIFT_5_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_7_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_7_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_9_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_9_write
WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_10_write wreg.w_resglob_SHIFT_10_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_12_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_12_write
GLOBAL gl.w
STORE st.w_sp

Table 5.2: Copy pseudo instructions added after each definition of a temporary, and corre-
sponding linear instructions.

The set of instructions added before each use is similar, but with the STORE instruction
replaced by a LOAD instruction that loads the value of the temporary from memory.
The complete sets of added instructions can be found in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, along
with the linear instructions they are replaced with by fromCopy.

These rules for insertion of optional copy operations means that a temporary
defined by an instruction in the MIR code can be moved (copied) at most two times
between its definition and its use, where the copy operation inserted after the definition
provides the first move opportunity and the operation inserted before the use provides
the second. Solutions to the instruction scheduling and register allocation problems
that would require more than two moves between definition and use are thus not even
considered. Theoretically, this might make Unison miss optimal solutions. In practice,
however, this is probably not an important limitation. The large number of available
registers and the short distances within a tile (considering the neighbour relations and
the possibility to use the global interconnects) make it unlikely that allowing values
to be moved around by long chains of copy operations would provide any useful
additional opportunities to make values available to certain execution units at certain
cycles.

5.4 Global Interconnects

For an execution unit to be able to use a value that has been computed by a non-
neighbour, one of the two global interconnects must be used. This requires a copy
operation to be performed, something that takes one cycle that adds to the time
required to compute the value (see Section 2.1). In the Black Arrow version of
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copy instruction linear instruction

CP_reg_ALU_2_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_2_main
CP_reg_ALU_4_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_4_main
CP_reg_ALU_7_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_7_main
CP_reg_ALU_9_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_9_main
CP_reg_ALU_12_main icopy.w_reg_ALU_12_main
CP_reg_SHIFT_5_main icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_5_main
CP_reg_SHIFT_10_main icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_10_main
WRITE_resglob_BR_0_write wreg.w_resglob_BR_0_write
WRITE_resglob_MEM_1_write wreg.w_resglob_MEM_1_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_2_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_2_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_4_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_4_write
WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_5_write wreg.w_resglob_SHIFT_5_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_7_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_7_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_9_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_9_write
WRITE_resglob_SHIFT_10_write wreg.w_resglob_SHIFT_10_write
WRITE_resglob_ALU_12_write wreg.w_resglob_ALU_12_write
GLOBAL gl.w
LOAD ld.w_sp

Table 5.3: Copy pseudo instructions added before each use of a temporary, and corresponding
linear instructions.

Unison, two global registers, g0 and g1, have been introduced to model the two global
interconnects. Also, two extra instructions have been introduced: one copy pseudo
instruction, GLOBAL, and one linear instruction that might be present in the output
from Unison but not in Black Arrow assembly code, gl.w. The GLOBAL and gl.w
instructions copy a value from any result register that belongs to a non-DIST unit
(result register ek, where k ∈ {1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12}) to one of the global registers. The
absence of such instructions from the Black Arrow assembly code is a simplification
[24]. As will be described in Section 6.3, the assembly code suggests that execution
units can directly access values over the global interconnects (given an extra cycle).
However, the binary representation of the code must contain some implementation
of a global copy operation, corresponding to gl.w. In this respect, the output from
Unison is thus closer than the Black Arrow assembly code to what is needed for a
hardware implementation of Black Arrow.

This way of modelling the global interconnects means that the GLOBAL instruction
is included among the alternative instructions associated with each optional copy oper-
ation, that GLOBAL is replaced by gl.w during the further processing (see Section 5.3),
and that the global registers g0 and g1 are included in all In and ResGlob register
classes (see Section 5.7), thereby making them readable for all main subunits and
write subunits. Since gl.w instructions cannot be part of Black Arrow assembly code,
this modelling also means that transformation of output from Unison to assembly
code would, among other things, require the gl.w instructions to be removed and all
instructions reading a global register to be modified to read the register in which the
value was originally placed (see Section 6.3).
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5.5 Resources

Register allocation and instruction scheduling aim to use registers and execution units
efficiently, while not over-utilising these resources. Spilling and register-to-register
copying are the two available ways to avoid over-utilisation of registers. As regards
execution units, the Black Arrow version of Unison treats each subunit (main subunit
or register write subunit) as a separate resource. Each of these resources has a capacity
of one unit. Almost every instruction uses one unit of the resource corresponding to
the subunit that executes it. The only exceptions are four instructions that have been
added to the instruction set as part of the modelling of Black Arrow: GLOBAL, gl.w,
NOP (indicating that all execution units are idle during one cycle), and RET. In the
case of gl.w, this is because its counterpart in the binary code representation is not
supposed to be executed by any of the execution units. For the other three instructions,
the reason is that they will not be executed at all, but have only been added to make
the allocation and scheduling process work correctly.

As mentioned in Section 4.5, there is also a bundle-width resource, which has a
capacity of 24 units. Every instruction except RET uses one unit of the bundle-width
resource. RET uses all 24 units of this resource, so that the instruction will always
be placed in a bundle (cycle) of its own and not interfere with the scheduling of the
instructions that will actually be executed by Black Arrow. All in all, this resource
scheme means that in each cycle, there can be at most 24 instructions issued: one in
each of the 13 main subunits, one in each of the 9 register write subunits, and one
instruction for each of the two global interconnects.

Resources will not be over-utilised even if the bundle-width resource is dropped
from the target description, but the resource is necessary when Unison is to optimise
for minimal code size. Then, Unison minimises the consumption of the bundle-width
resource (see Section 4.5). Since all Black Arrow instructions except RET use one unit
each of the resource, this is equivalent to minimising the number of instructions in
the output. As mentioned in Section 4.5, the bundle-width resource is supposed to
represent the bits used to encode instructions in a binary representation. All Black
Arrow instructions will not have the same size (in number of bits) in a future binary
representation [24], and instructions will certainly not be encoded using just one bit
each. However, since the details of the binary representation have not yet been decided,
the simplifying assumption made here is that every instruction is actually encoded
using the same (unknown) number of bits. It is then easiest to let each instruction
consume one unit of the bundle-width resource. The total amount consumed could, if
needed, be multiplied by some estimated factor representing the average number of
bits per instruction to get an idea of how many bits would be needed for the binary
representation of a program.

In the target description, each instruction has an itinerary, which indicates how
many units of what resources are used, and for how long. In the Black Arrow case,
all resources are used during just one cycle. That is, all subunits can start executing a
new instruction each cycle.

5.6 Latencies and Serialisation

The target description for Black Arrow implements rules that enforce the latencies
indicated in Table 2.1 (two cycles for instructions executed by the main subunit of
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the MEM unit, one cycle for all other instructions), so that no instruction will try to
use a result that has not yet been produced. Furthermore, the target description uses
Unison’s ability to enforce serialisations (preserve the instruction order in the input)
through rules indicating that certain instructions read from or write to objects that
represent side effects of the instructions. For Black Arrow, there is only one such
object, representing memory, which is written to by the store instructions and read
from by the load instructions. This means that all dependencies through memory
between such instructions are respected, so that unintended values will never be used.

Unlike Unison, Bach does not respect dependencies through memory unless there
is a block boundary between the instructions or the programmer has included a call
to a special sync() function in the Kudzul-C program [22]. That is, Bach puts the
burden of enforcing serialisations on the programmer, but also potentially offers faster
execution of the compiled program in case there is no real dependency between the
instructions. Unison makes things easier for the programmer, but since the whole
memory is regarded as one object, execution might be slower than necessary. For
example, Unison enforces that no load instruction may be issued until two cycles (due
to latency) after the latest store instruction was issued, regardless of if the instructions
access the same memory location or not.

5.7 Read and Write Capabilities

As mentioned in Section 5.1, the YAML file and the target description contain in-
formation about the register class of each register operand of each instruction in the
instruction set. A register class is a set of registers, and its purpose is to indicate which
registers can be used for the operands that are connected to it. This is how the read
and write capabilities of the different subunits, discussed in Section 2.1, are enforced.
Register classes might be overlapping. That is, a certain register might belong to
several register classes. The register classes used in the target description for Black
Arrow are listed in Table 5.4 and will now be described.

Each In register class consists of the registers that can be used for the use register
operands of the instructions executed by a certain main subunit. (Using the terminology
of Section 5.1, these operands are reg operands.) As described in Section 2.1, this
means that each such class consists of (a) the result registers of the neighbours of
the execution unit in question, (b) the global registers, and (c) the file registers of the
execution unit (in case it has file registers, which is not the case for DIST units).

The registers of a ResGlob register class can be used for the use register operand of
the (WRITE and wreg.w) instructions executed by a certain write subunit. This means
that the class consists of (a) the result registers of the neighbours of the execution
unit in question and (b) the global registers. Since DIST units do not have write
subunits, there are no ResGlob register classes for these units. The registers of a
ResGlob class are also used for one (freely chosen) operand among the use register
operands of any instruction (executed by a certain main subunit) that has three such
operands. This prohibits the use of a file register for one of the operands, and is how
the requirement that at most two operands of an instruction may be read from the
file registers is implemented. Using the terminology of Section 5.1, the operands for
which the registers of the ResGlob register class are used are resglob operands.

The GlobalSrcRegs register class consists of the result registers that belong to a
non-DIST unit. These registers can be used for the use operand of a GLOBAL or gl.w
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register class registers use

Ini
(i ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12})

e j ( j ∈ neighbours(Ei))
g0, g1
ri,k (k ∈ {0,1, . . . ,15})

use operands of in-
structions executed
by Mi

Ini
(i ∈ {3,6,8,11})

e j ( j ∈ neighbours(Ei))
g0, g1

use operands of in-
structions executed
by Mi

ResGlobi
(i ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12})

e j ( j ∈ neighbours(Ei))
g0, g1

use operand of in-
structions executed
by Wi, use operand
of some instruc-
tions executed by
Mi

GlobalSrcRegs ei (i ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12}) use operand of
GLOBAL and gl.w
instructions

Resulti (i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,12}) ei definition operand
of instructions exe-
cuted by Mi

WregDstRegsi
(i ∈ {0,1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12})

ri, j ( j ∈ {0,1, . . . ,15}) definition operand
of instructions exe-
cuted by Wi

Globals g0, g1 definition operand
of GLOBAL and
gl.w instructions

BAMemory memory locations definition operand
of STORE in-
structions, use
operand of LOAD
instructions

StackPointerReg r1,15 use operand of
st.w_sp and
ld.w_sp instruc-
tions

AllRegs all registers internally

Table 5.4: The Black Arrow register classes, their registers, and their use.
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instruction, that is, for the value that is copied to a global register (see Section 5.4).
Each Result register class consists of the result register of a certain execution

unit. The register is used for the definition operand of the instructions executed by
the main subunit of that execution unit. Similarly, each WregDstRegs register class
consists of the registers that can be used for the definition operand of the (WRITE and
wreg.w) instructions executed by the write subunit of a certain execution unit. This
means that the class consists of all the file registers of that execution unit, since this
is where WRITE and wreg.w instructions copy values. There are no WregDstRegs for
the DIST units, for the same reason as in the ResGlob case.

The registers of the Globals register class can be used for the definition operand
of a GLOBAL or gl.w instruction. That is, the registers in the class are the two global
registers. The BAMemory register class consists of memory locations. (As mentioned
in Section 4.3, memory locations are modelled as registers by Unison.) The ‘registers’
in this class are used for the definition operand of STORE instructions and the use
operand of LOAD instructions.

The StackPointerReg register class consists of file register number 15 of the
MEM execution unit. This register is reserved to hold a pointer to the start address
of the stack where temporaries are spilled. It is used for one of the use operands of
the st.w_sp and ld.w_sp instructions, which replace the STORE and LOAD pseudo
instructions in the output from Unison (see Section 5.3). The use of this particular
register for this purpose is not required by the Black Arrow architecture. However,
Unison needs the pointer to be in some fixed register and this one is suitable since
it may be read by the MEM execution unit and can be reserved, unlike the result
registers and the global registers, whose contents are repeatedly overwritten. The
AllRegs register class, finally, consists of all available registers and is used internally
by Unison.
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6 Toolchain

In order to go from a program representation produced by Bach to one where Unison
has performed instruction scheduling and register allocation, several practical steps
must be performed. Additional steps are needed to produce a representation that can be
run by the simulator that accompanies Bach. This chapter will summarise this process,
from the preprocessing of data from Bach (Section 6.1), over the processing performed
by Unison itself (Section 6.2), to the postprocessing of the output from Unison
(Section 6.3). The transformation of output from Unison to a binary representation
that can be run by a hardware implementation of Black Arrow is interesting but will
not be discussed here, since the structure of such representations is not yet decided.

6.1 Preprocessing

Bach does not, in any stage of its processing, produce output in the LLVM MIR
format, which is the input format required by Unison (see Section 4.1). Therefore, a
conversion to this format is a necessary preprocessing step.

The input to the conversion process is a function in the so-called IL format of
Bach. The main difference is that in the IL format, control structures (such as loops
and conditional constructs) are explicit (see Figure 6.1 for an example), while in the
LLVM MIR format, they are represented by basic blocks and branch instructions.
The first step in the conversion process is therefore to convert the IL version of the
function to the MIR format. As part of this study, a Python program that performs this
step was constructed. The program, which is called il2mir.py, uses a stack structure
to keep track of the hierarchically organised control structures, pushing to the stack
when entering a new structure and popping from it when leaving a structure.

When a function has been converted to MIR format, it is transformed to SSA
form using another Python program constructed as part of this study, create-ssa.py.
Apart from some minor details, the algorithm implemented by the program is the
one described by Cytron et al. [19]. The algorithm operates on a control-flow graph
(CFG) of the function, where each node of the graph corresponds to a basic block
of the function. The algorithm builds upon three important concepts. If a node Y can
only be reached if execution has first passed through another node X , then it is said
that X strictly dominates Y . Similarly, X is said to dominate Y if X strictly dominates
Y or if X and Y are the same node. Finally, the dominance frontier of a node X is
defined as “the set of all CFG nodes Y such that X dominates a predecessor of Y
but does not strictly dominate Y ” [19, p. 465]. Here, a predecessor is an immediate
predecessor in the control-flow graph. In other words, the nodes in the dominance
frontier are the earliest ones where other definitions may ‘compete’ with one made
in X . For each definition of a temporary, the algorithm guarantees that there is a φ
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function name local_base self v_1
# num statements = 7
v_2 <- 1
v_3 <- 1
v_4 <- 0
v_5 <- 1
v_6 <- 1
for v_7 to v_1 step 1 do
# num statements = 3
v_4 <- v_5
v_5 <- v_6
v_6 <- iadd.1s32 v_4 v_5

done
printLn.1s32 v_4

Figure 6.1: The fibonacci program of Figure 4.1 in the IL format of Bach.

function (see Section 4.1) for that temporary at every node in the dominance frontier
of the node where the definition occurs.

The implemented SSA algorithm inserts all necessary φ functions, but may also
introduce φ functions that are unnecessary, in the sense that the new temporaries that
they define are never used. Such unnecessary φ functions often occur in the output
from create-ssa.py, something that was found to slow down Unison’s processing
significantly. Therefore, another Python program, clean-phi.py, was constructed
as part of this study. It removes all unnecessary φ functions, taking into account that
if a certain φ function is found to be necessary, then this may in turn make other φ

functions necessary, since they define temporaries used by the first φ function.
In some cases, an additional preprocessing step is needed in order to make the test

program (function) fully conform to the requirements of Unison. These requirements,
which are currently enforced by manual editing, are:

• As discussed in Section 4.1, all basic blocks must be maximal. That is, out
of two consecutive blocks, either the first one must end with a branch, or the
second one must be the goal of a branch.

• If a basic block is empty, then a φ function must have the block among its
operands. That is, one of the cases considered by the φ function must be that
the control flow comes from the block in question.

• Any block that just contains an unconditional branch to the following block
must be removed.

The first requirement is a common one in compiler design [30, p. 388], and has
therefore been used in the construction of Unison [9]. The other requirements are
probably side effects of the fact that Unison has been developed to handle input
produced by LLVM, where violations of these requirements never occur [9]. Therefore,
they did not surface as requirements until Unison was applied to functions including
such violations, which are sometimes produced when output from Bach is processed
by the programs developed in this study.
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6.2 Unison’s processing

The function representation that results from the preprocessing described in the previ-
ous section becomes the input to Unison. From this input and the target description
of Black Arrow, Unison produces parameters for the constraint model, through the
process described in Chapter 4. The model is solved, resulting (given enough time)
in an optimal solution to the instruction scheduling and register allocation problems
for Black Arrow and the function in question. Finally, Unison produces a representa-
tion of the function in LLVM MIR format where instruction scheduling and register
allocation are according to the solution provided by the solver. Figure 6.2 shows an
optimal version with respect to estimated execution time of the fibonacci program
in MIR format. In comparison with the non-optimised (input) version (see Figure 4.1),
the following differences are noteworthy:

• The execution frequency of each block, estimated and used by Unison to find a
solution with minimal estimated execution time, is indicated.

• Unison has grouped the instructions into bundles, each consisting of the instruc-
tions that will be issued in a certain cycle.

• Two of the function arguments (in registers r2,0 and r4,0), which are not actually
used by the function (as indicated already by the lack of an ‘activating’ COPY
instruction in Figure 4.1), are no longer present.

• The successors of each block (in the control-flow graph) are indicated.

• Several copy instructions (of type icopy.w and gl.w) have been inserted.

• Each original instruction has been replaced by an instruction indicating operand
types as well as execution unit and subunit.

• Temporaries have been assigned to registers.

6.3 Postprocessing

The simulator that accompanies Bach cannot directly run the code produced by Unison.
In order to make the code executable by the simulator, some postprocessing would be
necessary. This postprocessing has not been implemented as part of this study, since it
was not deemed necessary to do so in order to draw relevant conclusions. There are
four main differences that would have to be taken into account in the postprocessing.

First, the output from Unison is in the LLVM MIR format, while the output
from Bach is in a special Black Arrow assembly format that can be read by the
simulator (see Figure 6.3, where the assembly code that corresponds to the MIR code
in Figure 6.2 is shown). The meaning of the Black Arrow assembly code is as follows
[22]. The beginning of each cycle (bundle) is indicated by an asterisk. The asterisk is
followed, one instruction per line, by all instructions that will be issued in that cycle.
All instruction lines except those for wreg instructions have the form

P Op D N C1 K1 . . . CN KN
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--- |
; ModuleID = (...)

...
---
name: fibonacci_no-sw-pipe
body: |
bb.0 (freq 1):
successors: %bb.1(1)

BUNDLE {
%e5 = icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_5_main %r5_0
%e2 = const.1u32_i_ALU_2_main 1
%e4 = const.1u32_i_ALU_4_main 1
%e7 = const.1u32_i_ALU_7_main 0
%e9 = const.1u32_i_ALU_9_main 1

}
BUNDLE {
%e10 = icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_10_main %e9
%e9 = const.1u32_i_ALU_9_main 1
%e2 = const.1s32_i_ALU_2_main 0

}

bb.1 (freq 10):
successors: %bb.3(1), %bb.2(2)

BUNDLE {
%g0 = gl.w %e10
%e4 = iless.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_4_main %e2, %e5

}
brz.1s32_reg_label_BR_0_main %e4, %bb.3

bb.2 (freq 10):
successors: %bb.1(1)

BUNDLE {
%e7 = icopy.w_reg_ALU_7_main %g0
%e10 = icopy.w_reg_SHIFT_10_main %e9
%e2 = iadd.1s32_reg_i_ALU_2_main %e2, 1

}
BUNDLE {
%e9 = iadd.1s32_reg_reg_ALU_9_main %e7, %e10
brnz.1u32_i_label_BR_0_main 1, %bb.1

}

bb.3 (freq 1):

printLn.1s32_reg_ALU_7_main %e7
RET

...

Figure 6.2: The fibonacci program of Figure 4.1 in the LLVM MIR format, when optimised
by Unison for minimal estimated execution time.
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1 1
13 BR MEM ALU DIST ALU SHIFT DIST ALU DIST ALU SHIFT DIST ALU
1 i32
* 2 icopy u128 1 r 0
*
* 4 icopy u128 1 r 0
*
* 5 icopy u128 1 r 0
* 5 wreg 0 b 5

7 wreg 0 b 5
*
* 9 const u32 1 i 1

2 const u32 1 i 1
4 const u32 1 i 0
12 const u32 1 i 1
7 const u32 1 i 1

* 4 wreg 1 b 4
2 wreg 0 b 2

* 4 wreg 0 g 9
* 7 igtrEq s32 2 r 0 i 1

5 icopy s32 1 r 0
* 5 wreg 0 b 5

0 brz s32 2 b 7 i 22
* 2 icopy u128 1 r 0
*
* 4 icopy u128 1 r 0

5 wreg 1 g 2
* 2 wreg 0 b 4
* 5 icopy u128 1 r 0
* 7 wreg 0 b 5
*
* 2 icopy u128 1 r 0

5 icopy u128 1 r 1
* 7 idtx s32 2 r 0 i 1

4 iadd s32 2 b 5 b 2
4 wreg 1 b 5
2 wreg 0 b 2

* 4 wreg 0 b 4
5 wreg 0 b 7
0 brgz s32 2 b 7 i 12

*
*
* 4 printLn s32 1 r 1

Figure 6.3: The Black Arrow assembly code produced by Bach for the fibonacci program of
Figure 4.1.
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where P indicates the unit that will execute the instruction, Op is the name of the
instruction, D is the data type (in a format that is somewhat different from the one
used in the IL code and therefore in Table 2.3), and N is the number of operands.
Finally, Ci and Ki together indicate operand i: Ci can be either r (file register), b (result
register of a neighbour), g (result register of a non-neighbour, accessed via one of
the global interconnects, in reality requiring an extra copy operation), or i (integer
immediate), while Ki is the associated value. For example, the line

7 igtrEq s32 2 r 0 i 1

instructs main subunit M7 to test if the 32-bit signed integer in file register r7,0 is
greater than or equal to 1. Instruction lines for wreg instructions have the form

P wreg R C K

where P (as before) indicates the execution unit, R is the file register to write to, and C
and K together indicate from where to read the value that is to be written. For example,
the line

4 wreg 0 g 9

instructs register write subunit W4 to read the value in result register e9 over a global
interconnect and to write the value to file register r4,0.

Second, the output from Unison uses instructions whose names indicate operand
types and execution units, but this information is superfluous once instruction schedul-
ing and register allocation have been performed, and these instruction names are not
known by Bach or the simulator. Therefore, this added information is not present in
the Black Arrow assembly code.

Third, as mentioned in Section 5.4, gl.w instructions cannot be part of Black
Arrow assembly code. Therefore, the postprocessing would have to remove all such
instructions. Also, the postprocessing would have to modify each instruction in the
output from Unison that reads a global register, making the instruction refer directly
to the result register from which gl.w copied the value in question.

Fourth, an occurrence of the NOP instruction in the output from Unison, indicating
that no actual instructions will be issued in the cycle in question, corresponds to
a blank line in the Black Arrow assembly code, while the RET instruction has no
counterpart at all in the assembly code.
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7 Evaluation

The Black Arrow version of Unison has been evaluated using several test programs
(Section 7.1) and a well-defined test setup (Section 7.2). The purpose of the evaluation
is to investigate three aspects of Unison’s performance. First, the quality of the
produced code: how fast (Section 7.3) or small (Section 7.4) is the code produced by
Unison (when optimising for minimal estimated execution time and minimal code size,
respectively), and how good are these results in comparison to those of Bach? Second,
the speed of the scheduling and allocation process: how much time is required to find
(possibly optimal) solutions, and is this time reasonable in relation to the code quality?
Third, the impact of different techniques and strategies for solving: which version of
the constraint model (and associated solver and solving strategy; see Section 4.5 and
Section 4.6) gives the best solutions to Black Arrow problems in the shortest time? In
the end of the chapter (Section 7.5), all three aspects of the results of the evaluation
will be discussed.

7.1 Test Programs

The test programs used in the evaluation can be divided into two sets. The main set
is called Set A and consists of ten programs, each of which is an implementation
of a common algorithm or a combination of two such algorithms (see Table 7.1).
The programs in Set A were implemented in Kudzul-C (see Section 2.3), either from
scratch or through adaptation of algorithms from [18] or programs from [29], as
indicated in Table 7.1. The Kudzul-C programs were converted to the IL format
by Bach and then to the LLVM MIR format (according to the process described in
Section 6.1) before they were used as input to Unison. The algorithms implemented
by the programs in Set A do not belong to the signal processing field (the intended
application field of Black Arrow), but were chosen for several other reasons: they
process integer data (which is the type of data that the studied version of Black Arrow
can handle), they can rather easily be implemented in just one function (which is what
Kudzul-C allows and also the largest unit that is considered in Unison’s processing),
and they include different (combinations of) control structures. As Table 7.1 shows,
the programs are somewhat limited in size (number of instructions, number of blocks,
and number of instructions per block), but even so they should provide some insight
into the performance of Unison when it is run on Black Arrow code.

Set B complements Set A with ten automatically generated programs (see Ta-
ble 7.2). These contain no control structures and thus each program consists of only
one basic block. When given as input to Unison, the programs contain only const,
iadd, isub, and print instructions. Through a series of additions and subtractions of
start values (both hardcoded and given as arguments) and intermediate values, each
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program instructions blocks instructions instructions
per block in largest block

breadth-first search (bfs) [18] 94 23 4.09 18
counting sort (cs) [18] 93 18 5.17 30
fibonacci (fib) 14 4 3.50 6
heapsort (hs) [29] 174 37 4.70 28
heapsort + matrix multiplication (hs + mm) [29] 239 54 4.43 28
matrix multiplication (mm) 70 20 3.50 24
mergesort (ms) [29] 145 49 2.96 10
mergesort + matrix multiplication (ms + mm) [29] 210 66 3.18 24
quicksort (qs) [29] 112 21 5.33 18
quicksort + matrix multiplication (qs + mm) [29] 178 38 4.68 24

Table 7.1: Test programs in Set A. All figures refer to the LLVM MIR version of the program
used as input to Unison. Sources of algorithms and programs are indicated by [18] and [29].

program instructions

A 69
B 73
C 66
D 78
E 63
F 59
G 70
H 72
I 62
J 67

Table 7.2: Test programs in Set B, all consisting of one block each. All figures refer to the LLVM
MIR version of the program used as input to Unison.

program calculates and prints an integer value. The programs are not that large in
comparison to the ones in Set A, but since they consist of only one block each, the
blocks are larger than in the programs in Set A. Since code that will be run on Black
Arrow will probably often have rather large blocks [24], and since the programs in
Set B (as will be shown) have a larger potential for parallel execution, Set B is an
important complement to Set A, even though the programs in the set do not implement
any useful algorithms.

7.2 Test Setup

The evaluation concerns the Unison version of 11 September 2017, available in a repos-
itory at https://github.com/unison-code/unison. As described in Section 4.5
and Section 4.6, two versions of the Unison constraint model have been evaluated and
compared to each other: one Gecode version (using a decomposition-based solving
strategy, with a monolithic strategy as a fallback) and one MiniZinc version (using a
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monolithic solving strategy and either a bottom-up or a top-down strategy for variable
and value selection). The Gecode version of the model was solved using Gecode
6.0.0, while the MiniZinc version was solved using the lazy clause generation solver
Chuffed [17] (bundled with MiniZinc 2.1.6). The reason for using Chuffed to solve
the MiniZinc version of the model is that this solver has previously been able to
efficiently solve constraint problems posed by Unison [8]. The versions of Unison,
Gecode, MiniZinc, and Chuffed that were used in the evaluation are not the most
recent ones at the time of writing, but it is reasonable to believe that changes in later
versions are small enough for the main conclusions of the evaluation to still be valid.

The solvers were mostly run with the standard settings provided by Unison. Based
on previous experience of the Unison developers [8], Chuffed was instructed to do free
search, that is, to alternate between the user-specified search (bottom-up or top-down)
and so-called activity-based search at search restarts.

The time-out for Chuffed was set to one hour. Gecode provides more fine-grained
possibilities to set time limits, something that in general is an advantage, but also
somewhat complicates comparisons between the two solvers. Here, the decomposition-
based strategy in Gecode was given a global time budget of 400 milliseconds per
operation (for the master problem) and a local time limit of 150 seconds (for the sub-
problems). The time budget for the monolithic strategy in Gecode was 10 milliseconds
per operation.

Since preliminary tests showed that solving times were stable between runs,
the evaluation results presented here are based on just one run per combination of
solver, test program, and optimisation criterion. There is always some variation in
solving times between runs, but since the main point of the evaluation is not the exact
solving times for certain combinations, but rather to give an overall picture of the
performance of the different solvers and solving strategies for different test programs
and optimisation criteria, it should not be a problem that this variability is not taken
into account.

Preliminary tests also showed that Unison sometimes produces incorrect results
(for example, RET instructions placed in the middle of functions or impossibly low
values of the objective function) when processing programs consisting of just one
block. Therefore, Unison was instructed to split every program in Set B into two
blocks, the first one consisting of the first 40 instructions and the second one of the
remaining ones, optimise and then combine the solutions for the two blocks. This
procedure decreases the difference in block size between Set A and Set B and might
lead to suboptimal solutions. However, the largest blocks in Set B are still larger than
the largest blocks in Set A, so Set B still defends its place in the evalution.

Bach can use modulo scheduling [37], which is a compiler technique to achieve
software pipelining (interleaving of loop iterations to reduce execution time). Since
modulo scheduling is not implemented in Unison, this functionality was turned off in
Bach, in order to make comparisons between Bach and Unison easier and more fair.

All tests were run under Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS on a computer equipped with a
2.67 GHz four-core Intel Core i5-750 processor and 15.6 GiB of RAM. Three different
optimisation criteria were used: minimal (estimated) execution time and two variants
of minimal code size. These criteria will be further described in Section 7.3 and
Section 7.4.
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7.3 Optimising for Minimal Execution Time

The optimisation for minimal estimated execution time uses the objective function
and the execution frequency estimates discussed in Section 4.5. When optimising
for minimal execution time, Chuffed using the bottom-up strategy needs less than
20 minutes to solve the instruction scheduling and register allocation problems for
each of the programs in Set A to optimality (marked by bold values of the objective
function in Table 7.3). For most of the programs, the time needed is much shorter than
that. (The times indicated in Table 7.3 include only the solving process described in
Section 4.6 – not any other processing.)

If the solving is done using Gecode or the top-down strategy of Chuffed, however,
then the solving process often times out before an optimal solution, or a solution at
all, is found. For every program for which an optimal solution was not found (except
one), Gecode was run for more than 40 minutes (2 400 seconds) – often considerably
more – before timing out (or before using up all available memory).

The results for Set B are only partly similar to those for Set A (see Table 7.4).
Chuffed using the bottom-up strategy manages to find optimal solutions for four of
the programs in less than four minutes each, but for the other programs, no solution at
all is found within one hour. (Chuffed using the top-down strategy was not applied to
the programs in Set B, since the results for Set A indicated that it was unlikely that
this would result in any new solutions.) Gecode finds solutions for five programs (the
same programs as Chuffed, and one additional), but none of these are optimal and
for all of them, Gecode uses considerably more time then Chuffed. Also, the Gecode
process is often killed before timing out, because it has used up all available memory.
However, Gecode reports a lower bound on the value of the objective function (see
Table 7.4), even if no solution is found. For the programs for which Chuffed finds an
optimal solution, the lower bound is equal to, or very close to, the optimal value. This
suggests that lower bounds found by Gecode are rather tight and thus give a good idea
about optimal values of the objective function.

Tests where the time limits for Gecode were considerably increased for some of
the programs in Set A did not result in any new solutions, so it seems unlikely that
Gecode can produce more solutions without using unreasonable amounts of time.
Of course, it might be possible to improve the results of Gecode and the top-down
strategy of Chuffed by other adjustments of model or settings, but given the presented
results and the fact that programs could be larger than the ones used in this evaluation
(and thus generally require more solving time), the bottom-up strategy of Chuffed
seems to be the strongest candidate for efficient solving.

As mentioned in Section 4.5, the objective function when Unison optimises for
minimal estimated execution time is the sum of the issue cycle (within the block)
of the last operation in each block, weighted by an estimated execution frequency
of the block. However, this last operation is not visible in the input to or the output
from Unison. Instead, what is considered the last operation is an out operation that
is only used internally by Unison and that gets a cycle of its own. (Examples of out
operations and corresponding in operations in the beginning of blocks can be seen, for
example, in Figure 4.2.) Each such cycle increases the value of the objective function.
Furthermore, Unison eliminates empty blocks (present in the input) from the output,
but these are still present during the optimisation. This means that each empty block
also increases the value of the objective function.

In order to make it easier to compare the results achieved by Bach and Unison,
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program Chuffed bottom-up Chuffed top-down Gecode
best value time (s) best value time (s) best value time (s) end cause

bfs 3 849 54.8 – time out 4 683 656.5 time out
cs 729 37.3 729 1644.4 774 2 621.4 time out
fib 66 3.9 66 3.6 66 13.5
hs 6 922 181.6 – time out 7 176 5 446.8 time out
hs + mm 25 293 408.9 – time out 27 880 14 460.7 time out
mm 18 396 40.8 – time out 19 560 3 257.2 time out
ms 73 413 301.4 – time out 81 545 11 078.4 time out
ms + mm 91 784 1 083.7 – time out – 13 247.7 out of memory
qs 2 806 74.0 – time out – 4 570.7 time out
qs + mm 21 176 209.3 – time out – 8 417.9 time out

Table 7.3: Solving times and best achieved values of the objective function for the test programs
in Set A, when optimising for minimal execution time. Values of the objective function that are
proven to be optimal are shown in bold.

program Chuffed bottom-up Gecode
best value time (s) best value time (s) end cause lower bound

A – time out – 3 107.8 time out 23
B – time out – 4 642.1 out of memory 27
C – time out 113 5 222.7 out of memory 23
D – time out – 3 841.2 out of memory 25
E 38 101.3 107 5 513.3 out of memory 38
F – time out – 3 125.0 time out 24
G 32 204.7 134 6 126.8 time out 32
H 28 77.5 131 5 963.0 out of memory 27
I – time out – 5 389.8 out of memory 19
J 22 222.4 94 6 125.3 time out 21

Table 7.4: Solving times and best achieved values of the objective function for the test programs
in Set B, when optimising for minimal execution time or minimal code size (assuming constant-
size bundles). Values of the objective function that are proven to be optimal are shown in
bold.

Table 7.5 shows what the value of the objective function for the optimal solutions
produced by Unison for the programs in Set A would be without the out operations
and the empty blocks. The numbers in Table 7.5 also take into account that Black
Arrow assembly code never contains RET instructions. Rather, such instructions are
artefacts of Unison’s processing. Therefore, they were taken away before the values
in Table 7.5 were calculated, as were bundles that were made unnecessary by this
removal of instructions. Bundles were considered unnecessary if they did not contain
any instructions and were not needed as goals of branch instructions. Since there
is only one RET instruction per program and it is uncommon that bundles with RET
instructions are not needed as branch goals, the removal of RET instructions is a much
less important adjustment than the ones concerning out operations and empty blocks.
Table 7.5 also shows the value of the same adjusted objective function for the output
from Bach.
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program Bach Unison relative
difference

bfs 3 687 2 953 19.9 %
cs 707 621 12.2 %
fib 115 43 62.6 %
hs 6 228 5 607 10.0 %
hs + mm 24 289 21 405 11.9 %
mm 18 093 15 811 12.6 %
ms 85 763 55 148 35.7 %
ms + mm 103 824 70 946 31.7 %
qs 2 977 2 191 26.4 %
qs + mm 21 039 17 988 14.5 %

Table 7.5: The value of an adjusted objective function (minimal execution time), when applied
to the output from Bach and Unison for the test programs in Set A, and the difference between
the values for Bach and Unison, in relation to the value for Bach.

Under the assumption that the objective function gives a good estimation of the
execution times of the processed programs (that is, under the assumption that the
estimated execution frequencies are fairly correct), Unison seems to achieve better
results than Bach. As Table 7.5 shows, the execution times for the programs in Set A
are estimated to decrease by at least 10 percent, and in some cases by more than
30 percent, if Unison is used. For the programs in Set B, the value of the adjusted
objective function is equal to the number of bundles (since the only block is assumed
to be executed just once), which can be found in Table 7.6 for the optimal solutions
produced by Chuffed. The figures for Set B indicate an even larger decrease in
execution time than the ones for Set A. One factor behind the differences in result
between Bach and Unison is that Unison minimises the value of an objective function
that is very similar to the one used in Table 7.5, while Bach calculates a lower bound
on the number of bundles, without any frequency estimations, and strives to find a
schedule that achieves this bound [24]. There is, of course, a link between the number
of bundles and the execution time, but since Bach only indirectly strives to minimise
the execution time, it is not very surprising that the results it achieves are worse than
those of Unison. As will be discussed shortly, another factor behind the differences in
result between Bach and Unison is different assumptions about for how long values
persist in result registers, something that leads to Bach having to schedule more
instructions. This factor makes the comparison between Bach and Unison less fair.

In order to understand how Unison achieves shorter estimated execution times, it
is informative to study the characteristics of the output from Bach and Unison that are
presented in Table 7.6 and Table 7.7. (Refer to Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 for examples
of actual code produced by Bach and Unison.) The first thing to note is that the output
from Unison consistently contains both fewer bundles and fewer instructions than the
output from Bach. (In order to make comparisons easier, the instruction numbers for
Unison exclude NOP and RET instructions, since such instructions are never present
in the Black Arrow assembly code produced by Bach, where a cycle in which all
execution units are idle is simply left empty.)

The instruction numbers for the Black Arrow assembly code produced by Bach
have been adjusted to compensate for the fact that this code does not contain any
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instructions corresponding to the gl.w instructions that are present in the output from
Unison, even though the binary representation must contain some implementation of
such an operation, as described in Section 5.4. Instead, the Black Arrow assembly
code contains direct references to values that are accessed over a global interconnect
(see Section 6.3), but respects the latency restrictions (and thus the number of bundles)
associated with such accesses. That is, it should always be possible to add operations
corresponding to gl.w when going from Black Arrow assembly code to a binary
representation, without increasing the number of bundles. In Table 7.6 and Table 7.7,
each number listed for Bach under “globals” is a sum over all bundles of the number
of unique registers accessed over a global interconnect in each bundle of the program.
This number, which has also been added to the total number of instructions for
the Bach version of the program, indicates the number of global copy instructions
corresponding to gl.w that would have to be added to the code, under the assumption
that values do not persist in result registers, but are only available if they were placed
there in the cycle before they are needed. This is the general assumption of Bach [24],
while Unison assumes that values persist in all registers until they are overwritten.
For Unison, the numbers listed under “globals” simply indicate the number of gl.w
instructions. (All numbers for Unison in Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 concern Chuffed
using the bottom-up strategy – different strategies may produce different solutions
with the same value of the objective function.)

The figures presented in Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 have not been corrected for
some factors not directly related to instruction scheduling and register allocation that
increase the difference in number of instructions between Bach and Unison. One such
factor is how control structures are translated to instructions during the conversion
from the IL format to the LLVM MIR format (see Section 6.1). However, most of the
difference in number of instructions between Bach and Unison cannot be explained
by this. The main explanation can instead be found in the rightmost part of Table 7.6
and Table 7.7: Unison produces code with considerably fewer wreg instructions than
Bach does. The code produced by Unison also contains fewer global copy instructions
(for all programs but one) an fewer icopy instructions (for more than half of the
programs). Most of these instructions are added by Bach and Unison during the
processing – the LLVM MIR versions of the test programs that are used as input to
Unison contain no wreg instructions or global copy instructions and only a few icopy
instructions. One possible conclusion is thus that Unison’s optimisation process means
that instructions are scheduled and allocated to execution units, and temporaries are
allocated to registers, in such a way that needed values are more often available when
and where they are needed, without additional copy operations, something that also
leads to fewer bundles (if the number of instructions per bundle is not changed). For
example, Bach adds lots of wreg and copy instructions when handling loops and
conditional statements [24]. However, it must be noted that the instruction numbers
are also affected by the different assumptions about the persistence of values in
result registers. Unlike Unison, Bach has to move values from result registers to keep
them for more than one cycle. One way of doing this is to copy the values to file
registers (where Bach assumes that they persist until they are overwritten) using wreg
instructions, something that is probably an important factor behind the large number
of wreg instructions produced by Bach.

Apart from the instruction numbers, a reason for the difference in estimated
execution time for programs processed by Unison and Bach is that Unison manages
to place more instructions in each bundle. For Set A, Unison achieves on average
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program bundles instructions instrs/bundle globals icopy wreg
B U decrease B U decrease B U B U B U B U

E 44 35 20.5 % 93 74 20.4 % 2.11 2.11 6 8 4 2 20 1
G 47 29 38.3 % 116 92 20.7 % 2.47 3.17 12 9 7 9 27 4
H 48 25 47.9 % 125 90 28.0 % 2.60 3.60 20 13 8 4 25 1
J 31 19 38.7 % 108 88 18.5 % 3.48 4.63 15 9 6 6 20 6

Table 7.6: Characteristics of the output of Unison (U), when optimising the test programs in
Set B for minimal execution time or minimal code size (assuming constant-size bundles) with
Chuffed using the bottom-up strategy, and of the output of Bach (B).

program bundles instructions instrs/bundle globals icopy wreg
B U decrease B U decrease B U B U B U B U

bfs 114 64 43.9 % 208 135 35.1 % 1.82 2.11 29 11 19 24 57 1
cs 104 72 30.8 % 207 122 41.1 % 1.99 1.69 29 8 19 21 59 0
fib 25 7 72.0 % 35 17 51.4 % 1.40 2.43 2 1 9 4 13 0
hs 171 126 26.3 % 337 232 31.2 % 1.97 1.84 46 20 20 37 83 6
hs + mm 259 174 32.8 % 496 322 35.1 % 1.92 1.85 66 25 38 51 134 12
mm 102 52 49.0 % 174 92 47.1 % 1.71 1.77 22 10 22 8 55 4
ms 191 104 45.5 % 328 186 43.3 % 1.72 1.79 32 23 28 12 104 7
ms + mm 279 152 45.5 % 489 275 43.8 % 1.75 1.81 53 35 46 20 156 11
qs 106 67 36.8 % 234 154 34.2 % 2.21 2.30 35 21 14 12 63 7
qs + mm 195 114 41.5 % 386 240 37.8 % 1.98 2.11 53 27 31 22 110 11

Table 7.7: Characteristics of the output of Unison (U), when optimising the test programs in
Set A for minimal execution time or minimal code size (assuming constant-size bundles), and
of the output of Bach (B).

1.97 instructions per bundle (arithmetic mean), while Bach reaches 1.85. For Set B,
the corresponding figures are 3.38 and 2.67. However, if the fibonacci program,
which is considerably shorter than all the others and which exhibits an unusually
large difference between Unison and Bach, is excluded, then the difference for Set A
almost disappears: 1.92 instructions per bundle for Unison and 1.90 for Bach. It is
interesting to note that the number of instructions per bundle is rather small for all
the programs, considering that a bundle can theoretically contain 24 instructions (see
Section 5.5). On the one hand, this means that the number of instructions per bundle
may be considered an effect of the test programs rather than of the tool used, that
the test programs do not fully use Black Arrow’s potential for parallel execution, and
that it is probably possible to construct programs with more parallelism. On the other
hand, there is reasonably a limit to how many of the execution units a (real-world)
program can keep busy at the same time.

7.4 Optimising for Minimal Code Size

As discussed in Section 4.5, one of two built-in optimisation criteria in Unison is
minimal code size. However, Unison’s definition of code size is not compatible with
the intended binary representation of Black Arrow instructions. Unison’s definition is
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based on the assumption that the binary representation of an instruction bundle can
vary in size depending on the number of instructions included. That is, the instruction
bundle of a cycle where more subunits are supposed to execute instructions would be
encoded using more bits than a bundle of a cycle where fewer subunits are active (at
least provided that each instruction is encoded using the same number of bits).

Black Arrow, on the other hand, is not supposed to use such varying-size bundles.
As mentioned in Section 5.5, the binary representation of Black Arrow instructions has
not yet been fully decided, but in order not to complicate the hardware, the intention
is to let each bundle have the same size in the binary representation [24], regardless
of the number of executing subunits. Using such a representation, optimising for
minimal code size is equivalent to optimising for minimal number of bundles. In turn,
optimising for minimal number of bundles is equivalent to optimising for minimal
execution time, provided that the execution frequency of each block is set to 1 (instead
of an estimated frequency). The reason for this is that when Unison optimises for
minimal execution time, the cost of each block is set to the highest cycle number of
any operation (that is, to the number of bundles) in the block (see Section 4.5). As
mentioned in Section 7.3, Bach works in a similar way: it tries to achieve a lower
bound on the number of bundles.

The results of optimising using the two definitions of minimal code size will now
be presented. The results for constant-size bundles can be found in Section 7.4.1 and
the results for varying-size bundles in Section 7.4.2.

7.4.1 Optimising with Constant-Size Bundles

Table 7.8 summarises the results obtained by Unison when optimising the programs
in Set A for minimal number of bundles (that is, for minimal code size assuming
constant-size bundles). Apart from the fact that all block execution frequencies were
set to 1, all settings and ways of measuring were the same as in the optimisation
for minimal execution time summarised in Table 7.3. (For the programs in Set B,
the results obtained from optimising for minimal execution time are valid also with
respect to the number of bundles, since the optimisation for time assumes that the
only block in each of these programs has an execution frequency of 1.)

As Table 7.8 shows, Chuffed using the bottom-up strategy finds optimal solutions
for each program in about the same time as when optimising for minimal execution
time. The differences are somewhat larger for Chuffed using the top-down strategy and
for Gecode (no solutions found in two additional cases, more varying solving times),
but still, the similarities between the results presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.8 are
striking. This is not surprising, considering that the objective function is in practice
the same, except for the block frequency factor.

In fact, the similarities are even larger than Table 7.3 and Table 7.8 reveal. It
turns out that for the programs tested here, the optimal solutions found by Chuffed
using the bottom-up strategy are identical, regardless of if the optimisation concerns
minimal execution time or minimal code size with constant-size bundles. In other
words, any solution for one of these programs that is optimal with respect to one of
the objectives is optimal also with respect to the other. This is not very surprising,
considering that execution frequencies are on the block level and that instructions
are not moved between blocks. That is, different ways of adding instructions such as
icopy, wreg, and gl.w (resulting in different numbers of bundles in the blocks) are
the only factor that could make the frequency of any block significant in distinguishing
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program Chuffed bottom-up Chuffed top-down Gecode
best value time (s) best value time (s) best value time (s) end cause

bfs 87 54.7 – time out 100 657.9 time out
cs 90 37.3 – time out 99 2 122.8 time out
fib 12 4.1 12 3.9 12 16.9
hs 163 183.1 – time out 174 5 862.1 time out
hs + mm 228 401.7 – time out 251 14 404.5 time out
mm 72 42.8 – time out 85 2 823.5 time out
ms 153 300.8 – time out – 12 102.9 time out
ms + mm 218 1 206.8 – time out – 15 775.0 out of memory
qs 88 77.2 – time out – 5 011.1 time out
qs + mm 152 209.7 – time out – 8 304.6 time out

Table 7.8: Solving times and best achieved values of the objective function for the test programs
in Set A, when optimising for minimal code size, assuming constant-size bundles. Values of the
objective function that are proven to be optimal are shown in bold.

between optimal and non-optimal solutions. Apparently, the frequencies are totally
insignificant for the programs tested here. This means that all figures in Table 7.7 are
valid not only for optimisation for minimal execution time, but also for optimisation
for minimal code size with constant-size bundles. Most important, the bundle numbers
for the Unison solutions that are given there are values of an adjusted objective
function for minimal code size, where out operations, empty blocks, RET instructions,
and unnecessary bundles are not included, as described in Section 7.3.

Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 show that the output from Unison generally contains
much fewer bundles than the output from Bach. The decrease is always more than 20
percent, and for half of the programs, the decrease is more than 40 percent. As in the
optimisation for minimal execution time, the better results achieved by Unison are
due to smaller total numbers of instructions and, in many cases, larger numbers of
instructions per bundle. However, as described previously, Unison has an advantage
in the assumption that values persist in all registers until they are overwritten, since
this means that fewer instructions are needed.

As a middle ground between using constant-size and varying-size bundles, it
might be possible to use a compressed binary representation where the content of
several bundles can be fit into one constant-size group of bits. Considering that a
bundle can theoretically contain 24 instructions (see Section 5.5), while the number
of instructions per bundle is not above five in any of the Unison solution, there seems
to exist a large potential for such compression, at least for the programs used in this
evaluation.

Optimising for minimal code size assuming constant-size bundles instead of
varying-size ones is beneficial in two ways. First, of course, because bundles are
actually planned to have a constant size in the binary representation. Second, because
it turns out that the constant-size optimisation is much easier for Unison than the
varying-size one (as indicated by the time needed to find an optimal solution). However,
the optimisation results for varying-size bundles are also interesting, because they can
indicate how large potential there is to shrink the binary code by using varying-size
bundles. Furthermore, the difference in solving times and its possible causes are
interesting in their own right. Therefore, the results of optimising for minimal code
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program Chuffed bottom-up Chuffed top-down Gecode optimal solution
best value time (s) best value time (s) best value time (s) lower bound w.r.t. execution time

bfs – time out – time out 1 303 3 927.8 1 242 1 263
cs 1 008 39.8 – time out 1 034 1 618.8 1 007 1 010
fib 233 4.5 233 3.9 233 57.5 233
hs – time out – time out – 6 479.8 2 011 2 032
hs + mm – time out – time out – 15 928.3 2 901 2 938
mm – time out – time out 1 121 2 380.7 1 065 1 076
ms – time out – time out – 11 671.9 2 541 2 562
ms + mm – time out – time out – 13 103.1 3 431 3 467
qs – time out – time out – 4 501.4 1 168 1 186
qs + mm – time out – time out – 8 443.7 2 059 2 088

Table 7.9: Solving times and best achieved values of the objective function for the test programs
in Set A, when optimising for minimal code size, assuming varying-size bundles. Values of the
objective function that are proven to be optimal are shown in bold.

size with varying-size bundles will now be presented and discussed.

7.4.2 Optimising with Varying-Size Bundles

The problems of optimising Black Arrow code using Unison’s standard definition of
code size (where varying-size bundles are assumed) are apparent from the numbers
given in Table 7.9 and Table 7.10. The test runs summarised there were done using the
same time limits and other settings as the ones presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4,
except that Unison optimised for minimal code size instead of minimal execution
time. The difference in performance in comparison with the previously discussed
optimisation criteria is most striking for Chuffed using the bottom-up strategy, which
here only managed to find solutions for two of the programs in Set A (both of which
were optimal) and for one of the programs in Set B within the time-out of one hour.
In the same time, Chuffed using the top-down strategy could only find a solution for
one of the programs in Set A. Gecode found solutions (one of which was optimal)
for four of the programs in Set A, all in less than or a little more than one hour, and
for five of the programs in Set B. Among these solutions, two for Set A and four for
Set B concerned programs for which Chuffed could find no solutions at all. In the
cases where both Chuffed and Gecode found solutions, Gecode needed more time
without finding better solutions than Chuffed. As in the previously described tests,
the time limits used led to very differing solving times between programs for Gecode.
However, for all programs for which no optimal solution could be found, except two
in Set A and two in Set B, Gecode was run for more than one hour. Given that Chuffed
was run with a time-out of one hour, it might thus be argued that the results of Gecode
and Chuffed are to some extent comparable.

Here, every Black Arrow instruction is assumed to be encoded using the same
number of bits, even though this will not be the case in a future binary representation
(see Section 5.5). This means that optimising for minimal code size with varying-size
bundles is equivalent to optimising for minimal number of instructions. However, the
rather large values of the objective function given in Table 7.9 and Table 7.10 indicate
the consumption of the bundle-width resource, which is not the same as the number
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program Chuffed bottom-up Gecode
best value time (s) best value time (s) end cause lower bound

A – time out – 3 117.3 time out 192
B – time out – 5 136.1 out of memory 196
C – time out 343 5 985.4 out of memory 188
D – time out – 3 820.5 out of memory 201
E 249 time out 285 6 100.4 time out 184
F – time out – 3 125.3 time out 182
G – time out 318 6 130.0 time out 193
H – time out 341 5 742.3 out of memory 195
I – time out – 5 556.8 time out 186
J – time out 312 5 580.8 out of memory 190

Table 7.10: Solving times and best achieved values of the objective function for the test
programs in Set B, when optimising for minimal code size, assuming varying-size bundles.

of real Black Arrow instructions in the output. This is because the objective function
also includes instructions that are only relevant to Unison: one RET instruction per
program and, for each block in the input to Unison (see Table 7.1), one in and one
out instruction (see Section 7.3).

As mentioned in Section 5.5, a RET instruction consumes all 24 units of the bundle-
width resource, to guarantee that it will be alone in its cycle. This is also true for the in
and out instructions, so each occurrence of one of these three instructions increases
the value of the objective function by 24. Since there is always one RET instruction in
each program and the number of blocks in the input is fixed, this will not affect the
ranking of the solutions, but means that the number of instructions (apart from RET, in,
and out) is only a small part of the value of the objective function. Also, it is important
to know that Unison does not include NOP instructions in the objective function, even
though a NOP instruction consumes one unit of the bundle-width resource. This is
equivalent to saying that these instructions will not require any space in a binary
encoding, something that might not be realistic.

Instead of letting Unison optimise for minimal code size with varying-size bundles,
something that apparently is very time-consuming, it is possible to optimise for
minimal execution time and then evaluate the found solutions using the objective
function for minimal code size (or by counting the instructions in the solutions). The
advantage of this is, of course, that optimisation for minimal execution time can be
done much faster (see Table 7.3), while the apparent drawback is that the solutions
are not guaranteed to be optimal. The rightmost column of Table 7.9 shows, for each
program, the value of the code-size objective function for an optimal solution (the one
found with Unison using the bottom-up strategy) with respect to minimal execution
time.

Since optimal solutions with respect to minimal code size have not been found
for most of the programs, it is generally not known how far from the optimum the
solutions found using the objective function for minimal execution time are. However,
the lower bounds on the values of the objective function (reported by Gecode, see
Table 7.9), indicate that it might be possible to decrease the number of instructions
in the programs in Set A by up to 15 percent, as can be seen for the breadth-first
search program, for which the optimal execution-time solution consists of 135
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program instructions NOPs (empty bundles)
B U (time) U (size) B U (time) U (size)

bfs 208 135 175 18 4 3
cs 207 122 120 20 8 8
fib 35 17 17 7 0 0
hs 337 232 – 26 16 –
hs + mm 496 322 – 46 17 –
mm 174 92 137 25 1 12
ms 328 186 – 26 9 –
ms + mm 489 275 – 46 10 –
qs 234 154 – 12 3 –
qs + mm 386 240 – 32 4 –

Table 7.11: Numbers of instructions (excluding NOP instructions) and numbers of NOP instruc-
tions or empty bundles for the test programs in Set A – for Bach’s solutions, for Unison’s optimal
solutions with respect to execution time, and for Unison’s best solutions with respect to code
size (varying-size bundles).

instructions (see Table 7.7) and the difference between the value of the objective
function (1 263) and the lower bound (1 242) is 21. The largest absolute difference
(37) between lower bound and value of the objective function for any program in
Set A concerns the combination of heapsort and matrix multiplication.

It is an open question if it is actually possible to find solutions with that much
fewer instructions, but in a situation where memory is a critical resource, it might be
worth spending extra solving time to find a solution that achieves or at least comes
closer to the lower bound. In other cases, it might be enough that the number of
instructions is decreased already by the use of Unison instead of Bach (even though
this, as previously discussed, is partly due to different assumptions about how long
values persist in registers) and that the execution-time solutions are often better
(consist of fewer instructions) than the solutions found in a reasonable time using the
objective function for minimal code size. This can be seen in Table 7.11 and Table 7.12,
where the instruction numbers for Unison’s execution-time solutions and for Bach
are repeated from Table 7.7 and Table 7.6, and the corresponding numbers for the
best solutions found using the code-size objective function are given. Table 7.11 and
Table 7.12 also show the number of NOP instructions for the Unison solutions and the
number of empty bundles (corresponding to NOP instructions) for the Bach solutions
(not considering that some of the bundles that are claimed to be empty would in fact
be non-empty if explicit global copy instructions were added to the Bach solutions).
We see that the instruction numbers are consistently smaller for the Unison solutions
for Set A, and that this difference between Bach and Unison would still hold given a
binary encoding where NOP instructions (empty bundles) require space – even if all the
bundles that are claimed to be empty in the Bach solutions would in fact be non-empty.
For Set B, the solutions found by Unison when optimising for minimal execution
time have fewer instructions than those found by Bach, while the solutions found by
Unison when optimising for minimal code size have more instructions. (Since the
processing was interrupted because all memory was used, it is not known how many
NOP instructions there are in the latter solutions for the H and J programs.)
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program instructions NOPs (empty bundles)
B U (time) U (size) B U (time) U (size)

E 93 74 165 3 0 15
G 116 92 198 6 0 8
H 125 90 221 7 0 –
J 108 88 192 4 0 –

Table 7.12: Numbers of instructions (excluding NOP instructions) and numbers of NOP instruc-
tions or empty bundles for the test programs in Set B for which Unison could find an optimal
solution with respect to execution time. The figures concern Bach’s solutions, Unison’s optimal
solutions with respect to execution time, and Unison’s best solutions with respect to code size
(varying-size bundles).

7.5 Discussion

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, this evaluation aims to investigate three as-
pects of Unison’s performance: code quality, solving time, and the impact of different
techniques and strategies for solving. As regards code quality and solving time, the
most important conclusion is that according to the tests performed on real algorithms
(Set A), Unison can indeed, within times that should in many cases be acceptable,
produce optimal solutions to instruction scheduling and register allocation problems
for Black Arrow. This conclusion is valid for two similar criteria: minimal estimated
execution time and minimal code size, assuming constant-size bundles. In the case of
optimisation for minimal code size, assuming varying-size bundles, reaching optimal
solutions within reasonable time is harder, but a shortcut to seemingly good solutions
with respect to this goal is to optimise for minimal execution time instead.

The positive results of testing Unison on real algorithms contrast with the tests
on the generated programs in Set B, for which Unison often has a hard time finding
solutions. The programs in Set B have larger blocks and a larger potential for parallel
execution than the ones in Set A. This indicates that real-world code, which is not
unlikely to have these characteristics, might be harder to handle than the programs
in Set A. Since the block is an important unit of solving (defining the subproblems
to be solved, as discussed in Section 4.6), a hypothesis is that the main cause of the
difficulties is the size of the blocks. However, this hypothesis is challenged by two
facts. First, Chuffed quickly found optimal solutions with respect to execution time
for four of the programs in Set B, even though these were about the same size as the
others in the set. Second, there is no apparent connection between block size and
solving time in the results of applying Chuffed using the bottom-up strategy to the
programs in Set A, where solutions were found for all programs in case of two of the
optimisation criteria (see Table 7.1, Table 7.3, and Table 7.8). If just one of the factors
in Table 7.1 must be chosen as explanation for the solving times for the programs
in Set A, then the total number of instructions and the number of blocks seem to be
much stronger candidates than the average number of instructions per block and the
number of instructions in the largest block.

In a previous study, Unison was evaluated on three processor architectures:
Hexagon V4 (Hexagon), ARMv6 (ARM), and MIPS32 (MIPS) [13]. Hexagon is
a VLIW digital signal processor and thus has some similarities with Black Arrow.
In that study, Gecode and Chuffed were run in parallel under Linux on a computer
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with an Intel Xeon E5-2680 processor with 12 hyperthreaded cores and 64 GB of
RAM (thus a better machine than the one on which the evaluation of the Black Arrow
version of Unison was performed). Both solvers were run with a time limit of 15
minutes (900 seconds). For Hexagon, an optimal solution was found to 75 % of the
functions within the time limit (by at least one of the solvers). For ARM and MIPS,
the corresponding figures were lower. While the majority of the functions for which
optimal solutions were found had less than 100 instructions (and are thus called small
functions in the study), optimal solutions were also found for many medium-sized
functions (between 100 and 1000 instructions). (None of the functions in the study are
included in Set A or Set B.) For Hexagon, the largest function solved to optimality
consisted of 647 instructions, while the corresponding figures for ARM and MIPS
were 330 and 186, respectively. These figures are aggregated results from optimisa-
tion for minimal execution time and minimal code size (in Unison’s standard sense,
corresponding to varying-size bundles), since the results were similar for the two
optimisation criteria.

Comparing these results for Hexagon, ARM, and MIPS with those for Black Arrow
is not a straightforward task, since the two evaluations were made using different
test programs and the solvers were run on computers with different specifications.
However, at least in the case of optimisation of the programs in Set A for minimal
execution time or minimal code size (assuming constant-size bundles), the results for
Black Arrow are encouraging. Using the terminology from [13], all small functions
in Set A were solved to optimality within 15 minutes, as were all but one of the
medium-sized functions. This could be taken as an indication that the performance
of Unison is not necessarily severely degraded when its ability to choose between
alternative instructions is used not only for optional copy operations but also for all
instructions in the input. However, even the largest functions in Set A are relatively
small, and this conclusion might not hold for larger functions.

In comparison with Bach, Unison seems to be successful in finding solutions
where unnecessary instructions, mainly performing different types of copying of
values, are avoided, so that smaller and faster code can be produced. However, this
conclusion can be questioned, since the difference between Bach and Unison in this
respect is at least partly due to different assumptions about the persistence of values in
registers. Regardless of this, code produced by Unison often has other signs of having
higher quality, such as a smaller number of NOP instructions (empty bundles). (Note,
however, that this difference is at least partly caused by the fact that the code produced
by Bach does not contain explicit global copy instructions.) On the other hand, Bach
might be able to produce faster code than shown in this evaluation by using its ability
to perform software pipelining of loops.

Another aspect that is important to take into account when comparing Bach and
Unison is that Bach is much faster. Bach compiles a program such as the ones used
in this evaluation in less than a second on the same machine as Unison was run on.
Note that this concerns the complete compilation process, while Unison generally
needs much more time just to perform instruction scheduling and register allocation.
Given the current status of Bach and the Black Arrow version of Unison it is thus, as
is often the case, necessary to prioritise between short processing times and optimality
guarantees.

In general, the evaluation indicates that using the lazy clause generation solver
Chuffed and the bottom-up strategy to solve the MiniZinc version of the constraint
model is the fastest way (among the evaluated alternatives) to reach optimal solutions
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(or even, in many cases, any solutions at all) to instruction scheduling and register
allocation problems for Black Arrow. That is, using the decomposition-based solving
strategy that is the main strategy for the Gecode version of the constraint model
does not seem to pay off here, even though it in principle seems like a good idea
to solve smaller problems one by one instead of one large problem. This might be
related to the fact that each execution unit can only access results from a limited
number of other execution units, unless a global interconnect is used. Therefore, when
solving the master problem, the solver might repeatedly select registers for the global
operands that make it hard or impossible to find solutions to the subproblems for one
or more blocks. It might simply be the case that the decomposition-based solving does
not allow enough information to be exchanged between the master problem and the
subproblems for a complete solution to be efficiently found.

However, it might also be the case that the different solvers and solving strategies
are best suited for different types of problems. One indication of this is that Gecode
seems to be able to find solutions (although not optimal ones) to some of the problems
(concerning programs from Set B or optimisation for minimal code size, assuming
varying-size bundles) where Chuffed is not successful. (Note, however, that the
different methods of restricting the solving time make comparisons between the solvers
harder.) Also, it might be possible to find not yet tried settings for the solvers that
would significantly change their performance. Finally, note that programs (functions)
that have other characteristics than the ones in Set A and Set B (for example, more
instructions) might have unforeseen effects on the relative performance of the different
solvers and strategies.
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8 Related Work

In this chapter, some previous work that is relevant in relation to this study will
be discussed. First, some tools that, like Unison, use combinatorial optimisation to
perform integrated instruction scheduling and register allocation will be presented
(Section 8.1). Then, the problem of assigning instructions to clusters in clustered
VLIW architectures, which has similarities to the problem of assigning Black Arrow
instructions to execution units, will be discussed (Section 8.2).

8.1 Combinatorial Optimisation Approaches

Many researchers have applied combinatorial optimisation techniques to the instruc-
tion scheduling and register allocation problems. Castañeda Lozano & Schulte [14]
provide an extensive overview of the field that will be summarised here. The authors
present several approaches that, like Unison, integrate instruction scheduling and
register allocation. Unlike Unison, most of these approaches are based on integer
programming, a combinatorial optimisation technique where the constraints are linear
inequalities, the objective function is linear, and the variables range over integers.

An early and interesting example is the work done by Wilson et al. [41], which
not only integrates instruction scheduling and register allocation, but also includes
instruction selection. Like Unison, their tool inserts optional spill and copy operations.
This study was followed by the work of Gebotys [28], which also integrates instruction
selection but, unlike Wilson et al., does only instruction compaction (that is, keeps a
fixed sequence of instructions and decides which successive instructions to schedule
in parallel) instead of full instruction scheduling. The same year, another study was
made by Chang et al. [16], who include register spilling using optional load and store
instructions in one of their models, but exclude instruction selection.

Bashford & Leupers [5] present a tool (for instruction selection, register allocation,
and instruction scheduling) that is unusual in that it, like Unison, is based on constraint
programming and not on integer programming. Later studies include those done by
Kästner [31], Nagarakatte & Govindarajan [33] (both including instruction scheduling
and register assignment, but not instruction selection), and Eriksson & Kessler [21]
(including instruction selection and a comparison of an integer programming model
and a heuristic based on genetic programming).

The general trend is towards tools that are able to handle more subproblems of the
instruction scheduling and register allocation problems, with Unison claimed to be
the first combinatorial optimisation approach that can do all the program transforma-
tions used in state-of-the-art compilers, while scaling to medium-sized functions and
generating executable code [13].
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8.2 Cluster Allocation

As mentioned in Section 2.1, one way of describing the Black Arrow architecture is
to say that it resembles a clustered VLIW architecture where each cluster consists
of just one execution unit. Like the execution units in a clustered VLIW, the Black
Arrow units have quick access to their own registers, but they can also quickly access
the result registers of their neighbours. Using values produced by more distant units
requires the values to be copied.

For clustered VLIW architectures, an important problem is cluster allocation
or spatial scheduling, that is, to decide on which cluster each instruction is to be
executed, considering both that the available computing resources should be used
as efficiently as possible and that computed values should be available where and
when needed, without unnecessary copy operations. This is similar to the problem
of choosing execution unit (doing unit allocation) for a Black Arrow instruction
among several functionally equivalent ones, especially considering that the clusters in
clustered VLIW architectures are often (but not always) homogeneous, that is, that
each cluster has the same structure (set of execution units) as the other clusters and
thus is functionally equivalent to them.

It seems like the idea of using alternative instructions to do cluster allocation (like
this study does for unit allocation) has not been studied. However, several other meth-
ods have been tried, some based on combinatorial optimisation, others not. Examples
are the studies by Nagpal & Srikant [34] (homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters,
not based on combinatorial optimisation), Eriksson & Kessler [21] (homogeneous
clusters, integer programming), and Beg & van Beek [6] (homogeneous clusters,
constraint programming).
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9 Future Work

The purpose of this study has been to investigate if it is possible to adapt Unison to
the Black Arrow architecture and, if so, to evaluate the adapted version. In Chapter 5,
a way of adapting Unison to Black Arrow was presented, and in Chapter 7, this
adaptation was evaluated on several Black Arrow programs. Thus, an adaptation of
Unison to Black Arrow is indeed possible, and according to the evaluation, the adapted
version of Unison can produce code that is better than the one produced by Bach
(in terms of code size and estimated execution time). However, improvements are
certainly possible. In this final chapter, some possible further adjustments to the Black
Arrow version of Unison will be discussed, as will the possible consequences of these
adjustments on the performance of Unison and on the validity of the conclusions
from the evaluation. These adjustments concern the instruction set (Section 9.1) and
the way of choosing execution units for the instructions (Section 9.2). Finally, some
further investigations of the behaviour of Unison when run on Black Arrow code will
be suggested (Section 9.3).

9.1 Instruction Set

The configuration of the Black Arrow datapath studied here does not include any
floating-point execution units, and thus the instruction set includes no instructions
handling floating-point numbers, even though such instructions are often needed in
programs performing signal processing. An important question is therefore how valid
the conclusions about Unison’s performance would be if the instruction set were
expanded to include floating-point instructions. Since the instructions handled by
Unison indicate data type as well as operand types and execution unit, the number of
instructions in the instruction set would increase significantly. However, this change
would not in itself increase the number of alternative instructions per operation, and
therefore, solving times should not be affected. Unfortunately, the time needed to
compile Unison itself depends heavily on the size of the target description and thereby
on the size of the instruction set. Once the target description has been finalised and
Unison has been compiled, this should not be a problem, but during development,
when the target description changes and developers might want to repeatedly recompile
and test Unison, the time needed for compilation (which can easily be on the order of
hours) is important.

This study has only investigated one configuration of the Black Arrow datapath,
even though the architecture allows variations in the set of execution units and their
order. It might be interesting to create Unison versions for other configurations, too.
These configurations might have more execution units than the one studied here, even
though a very large number of units might not be useful. If the number of execution
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units increased, so would the size of the instruction set (since instructions indicate
execution unit). Once again, this would increase the time needed to compile Unison.
Additionally, solving would probably be harder, since there would be more units, and
thereby more alternative instructions, to choose from for every operation associated
with any of the types of the added units. A datapath configuration with a larger number
of execution units might also mean that more long moves and a more frequent use of
the global interconnects would be needed, something that might make it harder to find
solutions.

Considering the potential negative effects of making Unison handle a larger
instruction set, it is desirable to keep the set as small as possible. One way of doing
this is to make sure that it does not include any instructions that are not necessary
in order to handle the data received from the compiler (Bach, in this case). When
the Black Arrow version of Unison was developed, it was sometimes unclear exactly
which combinations of data type and operand types might be associated with a certain
instruction in the IL code produced by Bach. In order not to risk that Unison would be
unable to handle code from Bach, the main principle was to include the unclear cases
in the instruction set, something that probably means that some of the instructions in
the set will never be used and could be taken away. Such a removal of instructions
would require a closer study of some parts of the implementation of Bach.

9.2 Choice of Execution Units

The evaluated way of assigning each instruction in a Black Arrow program to a certain
execution unit is based on Unison’s ability to choose between several instructions
implementing the same operation. This ability was originally intended to be used
only for alternative instructions related to optional copy operations. Unison is not
‘aware’ of the execution units and their neighbour relations, but only of the subunit
resource consumed by each instruction and the register class of each operand. (The
indication of units and subunits in the names of the instructions is merely mnemonic –
from Unison’s point of view, the names are arbitrary, as long as each instruction has a
unique name.)

This means that the choice of instruction (and thereby, execution unit) for the
consuming operation, in a pair of operations where one produces a value consumed
by the other (and where there is no implemented copy operation in between), is
constrained by the choice of instruction for the producing operation (and vice versa)
via the fact that the result register of the execution unit where the producing instruction
is executed must be in the register class of the use operand of the consuming instruction.
However, there is no propagation based on the neighbour relations that directly rules
out some choices of instruction (execution unit) for one of the operations once the
instruction of the other has been chosen.

It is possible that explicitly taking execution units and neighbour relations into
account would lead to faster solving. Unison lets the user specify ad hoc constraints
in addition to the ones in the basic constraint model. A possible extension of the
work presented here would be to investigate if this mechanism can be used to model
execution units and their neighbour relations and, if so, if this leads to shorter solving
times. Another possibility might be to do corresponding changes to the basic constraint
model. However, this might make the model too specific to Black Arrow, something
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that would not be in line with the idea that Unison should not be tied a certain
architecture but be possible to adapt to different ones.

9.3 Further Investigations

While the evaluation showed that the adapted version of Unison can perform in-
struction scheduling and register allocation in reasonable time for many of the test
programs, it also indicated some important problems. Optimisation for minimal code
size, assuming varying-size bundles, seems to lead to impractically long solving times.
Also, it is relatively easy to generate programs that make Unison’s processing slow,
regardless of the optimisation criterion used, and it might be questioned how represen-
tative the programs that were processed relatively quickly are for Black Arrow code
in general.

It would therefore be interesting to construct a larger set of test programs and to
investigate more in detail which characteristics of the code that make solving hard.
How important are, for example, the number of instructions, the number of blocks,
the number of instructions per block, and the potential for parallel execution? Such
investigations might lead to ideas about ways to improve the performance of the
Black Arrow version of Unison that have not yet been tried. Apart from the changes
discussed in Section 9.1 and Section 9.2, possible adjustments include switching
solver, improving the target description, changing the solver settings, and splitting
blocks to make subproblems smaller.
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